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The _health hazards of a snow day. Six inches of snow on Wednesday col!ldn't stop one, local
resident from doing a little two-wheeling on the hill behind the MUB yesterday. (Mark DesRochers
photo)

By Deborah J Robinson ·
dents are not as-close as they
'
·One conclusion of the Car- once were.
Sanborn said as a general
negie Foundation report on ,
undergraduate education said statement the results are "prob"Facuky at American colleges ably true here, but there are still
and universities has largely many faculty involved outside
given up any role in the students the classroom." He said faculty
lives outside the classroom." members are involved in the
At the University of New Hamp- judicial system a·n d many resishire, this result prompted dential hall programs, and many
mixed reactions from some faculty invite stcdents into their
administrators, faculty and stu- homes.
-dents.
As one of those faculty
The Carnegie Foundation members involved outside the
report is an in-depth survey of classroom, Professor Robert
29 colleges and universities. The Craig of the po·litical science
results are based on the re- department said he thinks UNH
sponses of S, 0-0 0 faculty is not exempt from the report,
members, 5,000 college stu- and that there is "a widening
den.ts, and 1,000 college-bound gap between faculty and students."
sernors.
Craig, a professor at UNH
Conflict arose over not only
how applicable this report is for 20 years, said he believes the
to UNH, but also the cause - faculty would like to have a
"better relationship intelleclessened involvement.
tually" with the student body.
· Both the Dean of Students
Gregg Sanborn and the Dea~ It would be great to have a
of Liberal Arts; Stuart Pa.lmer "damn good bull session" with
said while many schools sutter a student, he .said.
Hans Heilbronner, chairman
from lax faculty- involvement,
the situation is not as severe at of the hist_ory department and
a professor at UNH since 1954
UNH.
Palmer said the Carnegie said that over the years the .
reports are in general "extreme change has been "very great
for the whole country apd indeed."
especially for UNH." But he did
c_oncede that faculty and stu- FACULTY, page 15

I.D. policy tightens
By Elizabeth ~ote
Jane and John, hypothetical
'UNH students, both aged 21,
walk down Main Street in Durham.
John says, "Hey, wait a minute. I want to stop in here to pick
up a six-pack for tonight." Jane
follows hitn intc) the store to
keep warm and to continue their
conversation.
As they reach the register, the
cashier says, "I need to see both
of your I.D.s."
John produces from his wallet
his valid drivers license, and the
cash to pay for the six-pack.Jane
searche-S her knapsack, but
remembers she left her license
in another coat.

a customer who does not meet
The store cashier says, 'Tm
their requirements. Because of
sor:-y I can't sell you beer with
.heavy fines, loss of liquor lig~t seeing both of your I.D.s."
censes and even jail terms, many
John walks out of the store,
area businesses are toughening
indignant at the rejection. He
up to protect themselves.
angrily asks, "Can they do that
Devora Seperson, manager
to me?" of Bread and Butter Market, said
Yes they can, John.
she is not responsible for the
According to liquor commisactions of the customer once
sioner Robert Pierce, there is
they leave the premises. If it is ,
no law which requires a licensee
obvious someone is buying beer
to sell alcohol to anyone. "(The
for someone else Seperson can
licensee) has the right to turn
be held responsible. She said,
anybody down. for any reason,
"If someone comes in with six
barring obvious discriminafriends, and they are all picking
tion," Pierce said.
out different beer, then I should
Durham businesses can imcard all of them."
pose policies on the sale of
alco.hol stricter than state res.- ,, I.D., page 15
trictions, and refuse to sell to

ROTC members members standing at attention while being
tested outside the Strafford Room of t)le MUB )Vednesday.
(Stu Evans photo)

Custodi an finds stashed cash
By Da~id Olson
honest janitor," Griffith said.
'While administrators who
On the morning of Tuesday,
work closely with Griffith are
Nov. 17, while cleaning the
Student Activity Fee Organi- downplaying the incident, Griffith said he feels the matter is
zation's office, a custodian found
quite serious.
approximately $4,500 in checks
"I made a mistake, and I'm
and $91 cash. The money was
hidden in a wastebasket, under _willing to accept responsibility
for that mistake," he said.
the liner.
Griffith said he had been
The custodian turned the
money over to her shift super- working in the SAFO off ice
.
sincze 7:30 a.m. ·on Monday. "At
visor.
According to SAFO Business midnight, I began counting
Manager Jim Griffith, the mo - deposits," he said; "and I finney belongs to his organization. ished at -3: 30 a.m. Tuesday
'Tm very lucky there was an morning."
'

"This was the first time I ever
Griffith said ·the MUB building manager had already left, hid money in the trash," Griffith
and "numerous people had been said.
The occurence raises ques in and out of the office while
I was counting the money." tions as to Griffith's effectiveGriffith said he usually kept the ness in working with the Stumoney in a locked cabinet. "A dent Activity Fee Council
lot of the rime money is kept (SAfC). "It's going to be more
here overnight, locked up. The difficult for people to listen re
cabinet lock is now broken, and _me talk about fiscal responsi it wouldn't take much more than bility after this," Griffth said.
Griffith said that while the
a kick to get it open."
"I could have called Public incident may sap some of his
Safety, but I didn't. I don't know influence in SAFC, "It won't
if they had access to the sa'fe CASH, page 16
upstairs," he said.

The men'.s hockey
team mauled Northeastern Tuesday
night. See story on
page 20.
Calendar_page 5
Notices__pa'ge 6
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Students entitled
to legal service
By Catherine Rosenquist
"You pick up Jaws that you
Most fulltime undergraduate ·didn't even know existed. You
students are not aware that the learn how to read a lease and
student activity fee they pay you learn what not to sign."
Evans and White were reevery semester entitles them
_hired last year by the Legal
to free legal services in cases
which do not exceed $1,000, said _ Services subcommittee which
is part of the Judicial Committee
Attorney Stephen White.
White and Attorney Craig of the Student Senate. Deb
Evans provide this legal service Lapin, chairperson of the Juto UNH students. White and dicial Committee said her comEvans together put in at least mittee was "very pleased" with
10 hours of off ice time each the performance of Evans and
week. They speak to clients in White last year in servin,g the
theit office next to the student students and hired them again ~
Lapin said the service was
body president's office in the
started eight years ago;
MUB.
According to Lapin every year
"Not nearly as many students
use the legal services as should," · the Legal Services Committee
White said. He said more in- sends invitations to local lawformation must be given to the yers to fill the two positions in
students about their rights, the Legal Services office. Last
especially laws concerning land- year Lapin said they got four
- lords and security deposits. or five bids on the positions and
White said landlord problems her committee signed a contract
are the most common problems with .Evans and White for
$22,500.
brought forth by students.
Robert Maitner, who was
White said students often
come-into his office feeling that chairperson of the Legal Sertheir rights have been violated vices Committee last year, said
l:!nd they are "entitled to a that the $22,500 covers both ·
mens' salaries as well as pubvigorous defense."
Sandy Kuhn i~ a justice stu- licity for the service.
-Maitner said that the lawyers
dies minor who works in the
Legal .Services office as an have the responsibilities of
intern. Kuhn said "at least five having at least iO office hours
times a day people come in with a, week. Each semester they are
supposed to give five legal
landlord/ tenant problems."
According to Kuhn, a lot of service workshops so that stupeople do not know what they dents are aware of how to use ·
are gettfog into when they sign legal services.
Maitner said "so far this
a lease.
Kuhn said she has learned a semester Legal Services hasn't
lot from working in the off ice. held any workshops."
'i

•

One of two attorneys available to the undergr~~q;a..re\s~udent population through the student
·
senate-funded Legal Services (Craig Parker phot<~(~'- ·::):..
La.pin said last year Legal
Services ran articles in The New
Hampshire about common legal
problems. She said it is hard to
do workshops although one is
always offered in the summer
during freshman orientation.
Maitµer said, "I think if they
had the workshops, people
wouldn't go to them unless they
were well advertised."
Maitner said that prospective
lawyers interviewed to run the
service were evaluated on how
they fel{ about dealing with
students and if they had a lot
·of knowledge in dealing with
landlord/ tennant issues.
Lapin · said the candidates
were also asked if a commitment
to Legal Services would affect

their regular praci~c'<tf!l'f:i:c{if they
had enough time t((dedicate to
·
··
the students.
White said he "loves working
with the students, it is refreshing."
Maitner said that "the biggest
issue concerning legal services
last year and this year is the fact
that legal services-can not be
used in cases against the University."
Evans said that "under the
existing contract we are not
authorized to defend a student
against the University," except
in those cases where the student
is charged in a criminal court
for the same offense like drug
possession or drunk driving.
Dean of Students J. Gregg

Sanborn said ever since the
inception of the service there
has been an understanding that
students couldn't bring suit
against the University.
"Even though ·it's student
money that funds the service,"
Sanborn said, "the student
activity fee is a fee approvecl by
the board of trustees on the
tuition bill, in that sense it is
University money." Sanborn also said there is a
provision that students may not
use the service to file against
other students. For example,
Legal Services could not repres .ent a student assaulted by anoth"'
er student. ,

.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Reagan def ends arms
shipment
New York-President Ronald Reagan, in his
first foll news conference in nearly three months,
stated that he made the decision to ship arms to
Iran only after reviewing all of the possible
consequences .of such an action. Reagan also blasted
the media for the overexposure which the media
gave to the shipment of arms.
. Reagan also stated that he has neither asked for
the resignation of Secretary of State George Schultz
. nor did the Secretary offer it to the President.

Eight men guilty on racketeering charges; Three
were "bosses" of Mafia
families New York-A United States Federal jury )
convicted eight men on charges ranging from
racketeering to operating a secret commission which
operated a commission regulating the activities
of the Mafia in the United States.
Three men, Carmine Persico, Anthony Corallo,
and Anthony Pallermo, were reputed "bosses" of
the thre major Mafia families in the New York
area. Federal prosecutors hailed the convictions
as a major step in combating organized crime in
the United States.

UNH star to suit up for
hometown Patriots

Seabrook builders back
unions' ad in newspapers

Foxboro, Mass-Former UNH football star Steve
Doig will suit up for the New England Patriots
this Sunday in a game against the 3-8 Buffalo Bills.
Doig was given a spot on the Patriots linebacking
corps after key injuries to Andre Tippett and Clayton ,
Weishun andrecurring injuries to Steve Nelson
and Ed Williams forced the 8-3 Patriots to look
for outside help to aid the beleaguered linebacker
'
squad.
Doig played football for the UNH Wildcats from
1978 to 1982. Among Doig's accomplishments for
the Wildcats were most tackles in a single season
(195,in 1978), ECAC Player of the Year in 1981,
(the first time that a defensive player was ever
given the award), and participated ill the Blue-Gray
Shrine Game in 1981, and the Senior Bowl in 1982.

Seabrook, NH-An advertisement denouncing
the " wild and unsubstantiated" claims of rampant
drug and alcohol abuse was funded primarily by
the construction company who built the nuclear
plant.
The New Hampshi_re Building and Traders
company paid for the advertisement which appeared
in local newspapers Tuesday blasted the claims
saying that they were and are still proud to build
"the safest nuclear power plant in the world." The
ad was signed by ten union locals representing
construction workers at the plant.
New Hampshire Yankee, which owns the plant,
also helped in the designing and writing of the
ad. The advertisement appeared in The Boston
Globe, The Boston Herald, and The Manchester
. Union Leader, as well as other local journals.

US Supreme Court
grants stay of execution

Eastman Kodak to pull
out of South Africa

Washington-The United States Supreme Court
upheld a lower court's stay of execution granted
just six hours before the time of execution. Ted
Bundy, who was conyicted of the 1978 slaying of
a 12-year-old girl, was granted the stay of execution
at 1 :00 a.m. on Tuesday. The state of Florida was
unsuccessful in its attempt to block the stay.
Bundy, who also received to death penalities for
the slaying of two Florida ,State University Chi
Omega sisters, is also linked to several mysterious
deaths in the northwestern part of the United States.

Rochester, NY-Eastman Kodak joined the large
list of foreign firms to pull out of So. Africa. Kodak,
which is one of the oldest foreign firms doing
business in the apartheid'-stricken country, stated
Wednesday that, by April 30, it will pull out all
of its operations from South Africa. Furthermore,
Kodak announced that no Kodak un-it anywhere
in the world would be permitted to supply tts
products to South Africa.

THE NEW

Po\ic y .awar eness
·up, says surve y
By Ned Woody
A recent survey by the student
organization PULSE (made up
of students, faculty and staff)
reveals that students have a high
awareness of the current drug
and alcohol policies at UNH.
PULSE is part of the Division
of Student Affairs. The survey
began two weeks ago and ended
l~st week. It was designed with
two objectives in mind, to find
out if students are aware of the
alcohol and drug policies; and
. to bring the policies to ·the
attention of those students who
are not aware.
. Ma:ianna Grimes, a -participant in the project, said "There
has b!=en a major focus on how
the policy was determined as
opposed to the content of the
policy itself." .
Dean of Students Gregg Sanborn said he had no input as to
what questions were asked by
th~ survey. He was shown a copy
prior to distribution. Sanborn
said a ff'w of the questions !'1ight

have been worded more cle~rly,
and he would not have used the
term "automatic suspension".
In general Sanborn said he was
pleased with the administration
of the survey and the tabulatio~
of the data.
"I was pleased thac most
students had at least read the
policy letter (sent out at the
beginning of this semester)"
Sanborn said. "We can't conclude from this survey that
everyone understood the consequences (of possession or use
of illegal substances)."
According to Sanborn his
office will not use the survey
as a basis for any new policy
forma.tion. "I don't see the
survey as a justification for any
changes in regard to future
policies," he said. Sanborn said
the survey accomplished what
he expected it to ... determine
how many students are aware
of the University's stronger
stance on drugs and drug use.

Prog ram prom otes
kicki ng the habit
By Ned Woody
that if students know the health
· Yesterday, the Health Ser- hazards of smoking they will
vices Consumer Board chal- give it up for good.
~ccording to Patty Horkan,
lenged all smokers at UNH to
stop smoking for one day. The chairperson of the Health Serprogram, entitled "The Great vices Consumer Board, "What
American Smokeout," was de- we wanted to do was promote
signed to aid smokers tu break an awareness · of the dang~rs of ·
their potentially da~gerous . smoking." She also said that
-fewer people participated in the
habit.
_
Faculty, staff, and students drive this year than last year.
were encouraged to join with "However," she said, "I think
others across the nation and that's because there are fewer
people on campus who smoke.
fight the urge to smoke. ·
The program was started at T_he literature has helped to
the beginning of the week when dissuade people from smoking."
There was a representative
sign up sheets to stop smoking
were available to students who from the W'entworth-Dou glass
Hospital's Therapy Department
wanted to "kick the habit."
Members of the organization on campus. The representative
were in all three dining halls had a table set up in the MUB
for lunch distributing informa- and gave tests to students who
tion packets. Even non-smokers v.;ished to find out the effects
were encouraged to participate. smoking was having on their
The "adopt a smoker" idea asked lungs. After the tests, students
non-smokers to help their were given a printout. of the
friends and watch over them to results.
The Great American Smomake sure they <.iid not break
keout is a yearly event sponsored
their pledge of abstinence.
Free informatioP, "survival by the American Cancer Society.
k'its," and T-shirts were passed It is usually held in the third
out to smokers. Buttons and week of November every year.
balloons were given out in an The- program asserts that if
effort to promote the idea of smokers can give up cigarettes
not smoking. The board believes for one day, then they can give
~hem up for life.
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DRUG AWARENESS SURVEY*
The Student PULSE committee conducted a survey to obtain student awarenes-s of
the current drug policy at UNH. A tota l of 435 students responded. This survey was
vo lunt ary and ask.ed quest ions concerning awareness of pena lties associated with drug
use and/or trafficking.

I. DEMOGRAPHICS

(/(

#

GENT>EI.?.
Male
Female

191
243

44
56

CLASS SiANT)fNG
Jreshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
DCE
Graduates

25
102
121
16.7
JO
10

6
23 .
28
38
2
2

II ITEM ANALYSIS
1. Did you read t he letter from President
Haa land and Dean Sanborn co ncern ing the
new drug policy which wqs d istributed at
reg1strat 1on?
yes
238
no
140
don't know
25
didn't get one '
32

<!(

a written warning
31
automatic suspension/dismissa l 334
a verbal warning
7
drug counseling
12
don't know
50

55
32
6
7

7
77
2

3
12

3. What do you think the penalties are for afirst offense involving possess ion and I or use
of an illegal substance are at UNH?

informing your parent/guardian
(if appropriate)
mandatory drug counseling
jeopardy of suspension/dismissa l
all of the above

17-19
20-23
24-26
27-30
30+

116
288
10
10
11

27
66
2
2
2.5

RESfT>ENCE:
On Campus
Fraternity /Sorority
Off Campus
On Campus-Forest Park

147
31
241
J4

34
7
55
3

...____

2. What do you think the pe nalties for trafficking
any· kind of illega l drug substance are at UNH?

don~know

#

AGE

4. What do you th ink the pe nalties are/ for the
second offense invo lving the possession
and/or use of an illegal substance at UNH?

a written warning
7
jeopardy of suspension/dismissa l 42
automatic suspension/dismissa l 337
a verbal warning
O
don't know
41

9

28
77
234
48

6
18
54
11

0

10

5. Do you think that this new drug po li cy will ·
deter the use and abuse of drugs on campus?

yes
no
don't know

36

2

10
76

73
249
102

17
57

23

*Requested by Dean J. Gregg Sanborn

Field expe rienc es educ ate

By Joanne Bourbeau
Mary .Smart, the night supervisor in the dietary department
of Exeter Health Care has more
things on her mind' than the
quiche she is preparing for the
night shift nurses or the inventory sheet she has to fill out.
When Smart gets home at 8:00
p.m., she still has to finish a
paper on human nutrition and
. study for an American Literature exam.
In addition to the 25 hours
a week she dedicates to the
Extended Health Service affiliated with Exeter Hospit~l, this
21-year old also juggles a full
course load as a senior Nutrition
major at UNH.
Smart is one of several students participating in the Field
Experience Program at UNH
this semester, following a long
line of interns who have taken
advantage of the program since
it began almost 15 years ago.
Approximately 350-400 students in the College of Liberal
Arts, Life. Sciences and Agriculture, Whittemore School of
Business and the School of
Health Studies gain credits,
money, and job experience
through the Service each year.
"It gives the student practical
experience in a career that's
major-related," said Field Experience public relations assistant Allison Van Reekum.
A student can earn between
one and four credits, as well as
a salary, in exchange for fulfilling certain academic requirements prepared in a-proposal
with a faculty advisor. The
advisor "acts as the overseer of
the academic aspects of the field
experience," according to Carol
Bense, coor"dinator of the program.
Students can work part-time
or full-time, during the summer
or school year, to earn their
credits.
"Not only are they working
It's back to normal today for smokers acro~s the nati~n following in a job related to their major,
yesterd~y's Great American Smokeout, where millions of but they remain an admitted
student of UNH and don't have
smokers were asked to quit for a day. (Craig Parker photo)

to apply for re-admission,"
Bense said.
. Students_ c_an find field expenence pos1t10ns posted in the
corridor of the Field Experience
office, on the job board at the
MUB, and on bulletin boards
of their respective departments.
"It's a great program," says
Smart. She used the alternative
method of finding a job herself
and checking with the Field
. Experience office to see if she
could earn credits at the same
time.
"A lot of people don't realize
that you can find your own job
and make it into a field experience," Smart said.
Smart must prepare a case
study for a patient's nutritional
needs as well as write a.n observation paper on her experience
in orde·r to earn credits. "You
can't measure the practical
application with credits," she
said. The experience has been
beneficial in more than just
academic terms.
In Smart's case, the position
has allowed her to make valuable contacts in the field of
nutrition contacts she probably
would not have made within the
UN H system alone.
According to Exet~r Health
Car.e's Dietary Manager, Nancy
Smith, Smart's being a nutrition
student can help the Health
Care Center as much as they are
helping her.
. "She ~an be an asset in helping me find goals for nutritional
problems," said Smith.
. Smart will be attending patient care planning meetings,
and will be able to use a lot of
her knowledge to give input for
solving dieta.ry problems.
Many other students have
found the field experience equally rewarding.
·
Tony La Casse is a 27 -year old
Resource Economics major who
participated in the program last
year for two credits and is
participating this semester for
another two credits.
La Casse worked for the.New

Hampshire Office of State Planning last year to develop a plan
for the Port of Portsmouth. He
is continuing with the natur~l
extension of this project by
helping to prepare a handbook
for the industrial users of the
Port for the Portsmouth
Chamber of Commerce.
. "My intention (in doing the
field experience) isn't just the
two credits," La Casse said, "but
to g_et the exposure and opportuntty to do something in the
real world."
"I thi?~ that students really
· underutilize the program," La
Casse said. "What it gave me
was an opportunity to see how
state government works."
"It gave me a chance to meet
people and to cultivate ·contacts," he said.
The Field Experience program is a "very organized, wellrun organization," La Casse said.
He found the staff at Field
Experience was "sensitive to
student and employer needs · as
well."
Joanne Cassulo, from the
State Planning Office, .agreed
that the program benef itted
their office as well as La Casse.
"It was beneficial to both
'_fony and ~s because he was very
interested in what we asked him
to do," Cassulo said.
La Casse has been offered a
job with State Planning after
graduation.
Several companies employ
Field Experience students regularly. The Hussey Seating
Company in Maine has employed eight students since they
first started utilizing the program's services only a year ago.
Students hired range in majors
from Mechanical Engineering,
Ci~il Engineering, to Computer
Science Programming.
The program "has been extremely successful," said Thomas Dinan, of the Seating
Company, which manufactures
seating for auditoriums and

FIELD, page 18
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NTHESPOT
A recent Carnegie Foundation Report stated that
collegiate f acuity have given up their role of
interaction with students outside the classroom.

f~Mine

dP1 inetly are. They
are always there when I
need them."
-Michelle Busch
Junior
·Math.Education

Do you .feel your professors··
are concerned. for your
academic and social development outside the classroom?

"I think basically professors are .interested in their
st~dents but they do not .
always ·show it."
-Jeff Prevost
Senior
· WSBE/Psychology

HA professor wanted me

, f'No I do not. A lot of the
courses ihat I am in are
introductary courses and
they do not have the time
to spend with. every stu·
dent."
-Barbara Shemkus
Freshman
Nursing

out ofhis class, even though
I had a B-plus a'verage,
because I wrote a paper on
the Greek system of which
I am a m~mber.
~Tim Sullivan
Senior
WSBE
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Grou p searc hes fpr vet name s
By Marla G. Smith
:Names of former University
students reported missing or
killed in Vietnam are being
sought after by a small group
of concerned UNH alumni and
staff.
"We have a temporary plaque
of alumni lost in the Vietnam
War hinging in the MUB," said
Jeff Onore, MUB director. "It's

time to make it a permanent
plaque."
Currently the walls of the
MUB' s mediation room proudly
display-plaques commemorating
veterans of World War I, World
War II, and a temporary plaque
for the Vietnam veterans.
The need for a new list began
when Dr. Amos Townsend; a

1952 UNH graduate and former
Air Force flight surgeon, noticed
a name of a colleague missing
from the list.
The permanent plaque will
be hung in the MUB's meditation room. Onore explained that
this room is not for studying
or socializing, but quiet meditation. This is inforced by the
MUB staff, said O,nore. "It is
dedicated to people who lost
their live for our country and
are UNH alumnus.
The missing alumnus was a
graduate from the class of 1954,
according to Townsend. "He
was declared dead early in 1979,
but his body didn't come back,"
said Townsend. "If there are one
or two missing, there must be
others."
Townsend has a unique background of experience which has
interested him in this project.
He spent four years in Southeast
Asia and two years in Vietnam
with 2_'.>0 hours flight time.
The Alumni Off ice is working
with Onore and Townsend to
gather a list of former university
students known to have been
killed or missing in Vietnam.

The temporary plaque honoring Vietnam veterans currently
hanging in the MUB. A group of UNH alumni and staff are.
trying to compile more names and obtain ~ permanent plaque.
(Mark DesRochers photo).

Any information should be
sent to Jeff Onore, director of
. MUB, UNH, Durham, N.H. or
the Alumni Off ice.
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CALENDAR
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Gourmet Dinner II-"A Feast Fit For the King and I." Granite
Stat~ Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m.
University Theater- "Follies." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
8 p.m.
·

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22
Women's Swimming-at Boston College
Men's Hockey-at Northeastern
Football-vs. Colgate, Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m.
Gourmet Dinner II-"A Feast Fit For the King and I." Granite
State Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m.
University Theater-"Follie s." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
·
_

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23
MUSO Film-"Ain't Misbehavin'." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., stud~nts $1, general $2.
Debate on Student's Rights-Sponso red by UNH Debate
Society. Should the University be permitted to search students'
rooms without a legal search warrant? You be the judge.
C-Tower basement, Christensen, 9 p.m.
·

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25
Women's Ice Hockey-at Northeastern
. Men's Hockey-vs. Brown, Snively;7:30 p.m.
Faculty Concert Series-Woodwi nd Quintet. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

CALENDAR INFORMATIO N MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIE-S, ROOM 322, MUB-.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

.

'

The New Hampshire (USPS 379~280) is published and distributed semi- ··
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH,. Durham, N.H. 03824. Business.
Office hollrs: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
! $24.00. Third Class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
_c heck their ads the first d.ay. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typogr·aph•'.'.irl or other eF'rors, but ·wiH-reprint ·that pan ·

pf ll.D.~f.d~~,J:timrient i.Q whi~~"lt·/Y,Pogr.a.phi,c~t,e.uor a_ppe~r.s, if.i n~t,i'fe~ .

Semeste r Break
Student Work Proiraff i
$9.25 minimum
starting rate

immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The .New H•mpsh1re,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by ]otm1"/ Tribtme Biddeford, Maine.
~

OUR HOR SE s :N"EED y·o u
Work at GREENACRE S STABLES foll time,
New stable management
offers good w_orking conditions

•Gain valuable resume experience this semester
break
•On marketing- advertising -promotion -public relations
•All majors may apply
•Flexible hours available
•No door to door or phone sales involved
•Corporate training seminar
•Scholarshi ps and internships available
•Must have use of car
•Will continue part-time when classes .resume
•Possible pay increase before summer
Interview before exams. Start after Christmas.
Application s are being accepted on campus.

Mon.· Nov. 24
Apply in MUB-9 a:m. - 1 p.m.
Preferenc e is given to on campus applicants .
If class schedule conflicts call for interview
appointme nt Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. 891~1545.

'and flexible hours. If you like horses
After all,
everyone doesn't want to \}'Ork at the mall.

UniversityTheater
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE THEATER DEPARTMENT
AND DOVER'S GARRISON PLAYERS PRESENT THE MUSICAL

FOLLIEJ
by Stephen Sondheim and James Goldman
directed by Carol Lucha-Bur.ns
musical dir~qion by Carolyn Colby Ellis
c~oreography by Gay Nardone
Eldon Johnson Theater
Isabel and Harriet Pau l Creative Arts Center
University of New Hpmpshire
Durham
Gala Preview: Saturday, November 15, at 8 PM.
Preview: Monday, November 17, at 8 PM.
Performances: November 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, at 8 PM.
Matinee: Saturday, November 22, at 4 PM .
General: $6
UNH Students/Employees /Alumni, and Senior Citizens: $5
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package-New England Center Restaurant
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OTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

GENERAL

NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL OPEN RECREATION
HOURS: Fridays, 3-9 p.m.; Saturdays and Sundays
noon to 5 p.m. A UNH ID required to participate.
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS RECEPTION: Sponsored
by UNH President's Commission on the Status
of Women. Show your support for Women's
Athletics and join us at the reception on Tuesday,
December 2, Alumni Room, New Hampshire Hall,
4-6 p.m. Free tickets available for UNH Women's
Basketball gaine against University of Rhode Island
at 7 p.m. following reception . Everyone invited!
RSVP to Women's Commission, 862-1058 by
November 25 .
GREAT WINTER GET-A-WAY: Sponsored by
NH Outing Club. Need a break? Come with us to
our newest cabin in the woods for a weekend of
fun and snow the first weekend in December. Come
to NHOC, Room 129, MUB for details. Pre-trip
meeting, Tuesday, December 2, Room 129, MUB,
5 p .m.

CAREER
EXTENDED OFFICE AND CAREER LIBRARY
I HOURS: The Career Planning and Placement Off ice

will sta open-until 8 p .m. orfues&;'ys ff,<ivs. If you
schedule is- busy during the day, pia1Y?~r.... ~- he
. Career Library on Tuesday nights . Room 203,
Huddleston.
RECRUITER LISTS: Reminder that renuiter lists
for organizations recruiting on campus in February
are now available. Pre-screening deadlines for these
are December 18. Get yours today in Career Planning
and Placement, Room 203, Huddleston.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Small group
workshops designed to help you get a start on your
career planning. Monday, November 24, Room
203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only,
Room 203, Huddleston.
. JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement. Are you ready to look for
a job---but not sure how? Learn how to make the
most of your job search. Tuesday, December 2 from
12:45-2:45 and Wednesday, December 3 from 7
to 9 p.m., Forurn Room, Library.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Back by popular
demand. Learn to write an effective resume. Last
resume workshop for fall. Monday, December 8,
Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30 p.m.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR GAYS, LESBIANS,
AND BISEXUALS: Sponsored by Campus Gay
& Lesbian Alliance. Come share in an accepting
atmosphere. Contact us-by mail (Room 126, MUB)
or by phone (862-1008, Progressive Student
Network Office) . Discretion assured.
GLOBAL VILLAGE: Sponsored by UNH Internationals & Catholic Student Center. Film and
simulation activities to heighten awareness of
experience and fedings of people around the world.
Tuesday, November 25, Carroll/Belknap Room,
MUB, 7-10 p.m.

HEALTH
STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP I & II:
Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Center.
The pressures of being a student while also filling
o_ther role~ can s_ometimes be overwhelming. The
ftrst sess10n will offer an overview of stress
management, and the second will be a more
re t ey paying homage to the howling god, signalling a field
thorough look at the relaxation techniques.
Presented by UNH Student Health Services .
goal, or cheering the winning team? This was the scene in
Monday, November 24, and Tuesday, November ---- - the MUB games room last night during what some billed as
25, Underwood House, 3:30-5 p.m. Info: 862 -3647" -

-- "the greatest bowling competition ever. (Stu Evans photo)

MEETINGS
CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE
MEETING: Topics to be discussed include Lesbian
and Gay Cultural Awareness Week, fund raising,
arid educational and social programs for next year.
Sundays, Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts, 6-8 p.m.
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Learn to
speak informatively and effectively. All students
interested· in campus debates and/ or debate and
speech tournaments are welcome to attend meetings. Monda_ys, Conference Room 325, Horton,
8:15 p.m .
GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Meet other students
interested in the German culture. Be a part of both
cultural and social events! All are welcome.
Tuesdays, Room 9, Murkland, noon to 1 p.m.
NEW TEST AMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
Changing the campus and the world through faith
in God. Tuesdays, Room 304, Horton, 7 p.m.

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

J.oin our 1st
Anniversary _C elebration

Buy a
BURGER
FORA -BUCK
Saturday, November 22
1:30 p.m.-_9 p.m
AT THE FRANKLIN
FITNESS CENTER
13 Jenkins Ct.

Durham, N.H.

Eating disorders
affect UNH women
By Maureen Anderson

Karen Carpenter are examples
of successful treatment and
"Every ·day I eat and eat and
tragedy. Bulimics most often
then I come in here and throw
appear "normal" with no no itallup.Cansomeonehelpme?"
The writing on the MUB worn - ticeable physical changes. Even
those closest to them are usually
an's bathroom wall says it all.
Those who suffer from eating not aware of the condition.
·Anorexia nervosa manifests
disorders such as bulimia and
anorexia nervosa know what itself in an excessive exer ctse/ diet regime that carries the
this woman is going through.
The .incidence of eating dis- sufferer to an extreme state of
malnutrition and dehydration .
orders at the University of New
. Hampshire may not as yet have The outward signs are more
reached epidemic proportions, apparent than those of the
but as the graffiti indicates, the bulimic but the anorexic perproblem is very real. According son refuses tcr admit the probto national statistics, two to 15 lem.
"In the Counseling Center we
percent of females between 15
and 24 years of age reportedly see. more people suffering from
suffer from various forms of bulimia because they are more
apt to realize their problem,"
eating disorders.
According to Beverly Prosser said Gelwick. "(People with)
Gelwick director of the UNH anorexia usually don't own up
Counseling and Testing Center tQ it." There are also those who
the numbers could be much suffer from bulimic anorexia
higher. Gelwick is an eating nervosa. This includes bingeing
disorders specialist. "Recent and purging as well as excessive
studies have shown that as many dieting and exercise.
The underlying causes of
as 25 percent of the female
population may have some sort eating disorders are not easily
of eating disorder." She also said isolated. Cote, who works with
the problem remains predoin- the Counseling Center when
treating a UNH student, said
inantly female oriented.
Cynthia Cote, a Durham there are a multitude of causes.
"There can be psychological
nurse practitioner who specializes in_eating disorders, said it problems and personality disis not only the numbers that are orders such as depression and
frightening but the way the lack of self-esteem," Cote said.
disease takes over. "The signif- "It can also be a biochemical
icance is that it becomes so imbalance caused by dieting."
Gelwick, who has lectured
invasive in all areas of their
lives," Cote said. "Normal diet- . across the country on eating
__,_ disorders, said she thinks the
ing becomes an obsession."
There are basically two types problem is also exacerbated by
of eating disorders, bulimia and our society. "Prominent reano-rexia nervosa. Bulimia is searchers feel it is envi'ronmencommonly referred to as a . tally pushed," Gelwick said. "If
binge/ purge syndrome in which there wasn't so much emphasis
a person gorges and then induces vomiting. Jane Fonda and EATING, page 18
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Equitation
Friday Evenings and Sunday Afternoon
Groups have openings for new students
at various levels.
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~CHE
COFFEEHOUSE

Good advice perhaps, but advice which is sometimes
hard to follow.
And when life does get you down ...
When life seems too serious ...
That's when you need someone to listen, someone
· ,to care.
That's why we're here.
Give us a call anytime between 6 p.m. and midnight
at 862-2293.

SATURDA_Y
NOV. 22
Devine 7L
8-12

·Susie Burke
.

j

'
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Funded

p.m.

Free admission for
UN H Students

by PFO·

1
l

We're

{fJ21,-11ffJ
the ~ampus Crisis Intervention
~ Hotline. ·
.
We'll listen, we care.
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'UNH kara te club deve lops
By~·

Members of the UNH Shotokan Karate Club (1-r) Jim Spellman,
Greg Conner, and Dave Doucet in the middle of a leap. (Mark
DesRochers photo)
·

Hono r engin eers
trave l south
By Beth Ineson
.

Tau Beta Pi, the nationa~
engineering honor society held
its 8lst national convention Oct.
30 -Nov. 1 in College Park;
Maryland.
UNH was represented by
their chapter's president Bob
Richards, a senior chemical
engineering major, and Craig
Englesen, executive vice president and an electrical engineering major. Richards
served the convention site committee and Engleson attended
as an alternate delegate. "All
the business for the year is run
at this national meeting," said
Richards.

The convention was a chance
for engineering students from
all over the country to get
together. Schools were grouped
by cha pt er size and met in
committees to discuss leadership techniques, among other
subjects. "I met a lot of students
from 'all over the place," Ri chards said. 'They gave me ideas
for our chapter at UNH."
Tau Beta Pi has 195 collegiate
chapters,· 56 chartered alumni
chapters, and an initiated membership of over 308,000. Engi neering students in the top fifth
of their senior class scholasti-

Kinney
Championships held in Austra- have to hurt somebody to find
Silence adds t(_) the grace of lia .
·
out how good you are," said
their synchronized movements.
Steve Warren, Sensei (that Warren.
What appears to be a modern is Japanese for instructor, the
Jim 'Spellamn, a team and club
dance ~outine is actually kata. one most experienced) founded
member said, the judges "like
Kata is arranged karate moves the duh in 1979. The purpose to see .control, the more control
against an imaginary opponent, of the club 1s to provide karate the better."
said Rob Bujeaud. President of · instruction for the University
The UNH Shotokan Karate
the UNH Shotokan Karate · students,faculty and staff, said Club is a member of the InterClub.
Warren.
national Shotkan Karate FedDave ·Doucet, Greg Conner,
The emphasis of karate is on eration. This makes them a
and Jim Spellman are practicing develping body skills with a self member of the Japanese Karate·
their kata in hopes that they will defense application. Karate uses Association (the J.~.A.). This
be the kata team choosen to a total range of body motion. is the largest Japapese Karate
represent UNH at the East That is why it is often used organization in the world and
Coast Collegiate Karate Union during off season training for it is the only one endorsed by
meet Held at UNH on Saturday, other sports to keep in shape, the ministry of education of
November 22 at 1 :00 p.m. in said Warren.
. Japan. Members have their
New Hampshire Hall.
Teams try to accumulate promotions registed there also.
The team represents the points at meets. There are two
You don't need a uniform or
UNH Shotokan Karate Club in types of competition at meets, experience to join, just an
meets. Both a men's and wom- kata and sparring.
. interest, said Bujeaud. If you
en's team · will compete on
Ka ta is evaluated on the W(!nt to stay with it you have
Saturday.
group's timing, speed, focus and to pay cltJb dues. "I think it is
There are three E.C.C.K. U. synchronictiy, said Warren.
a good opportunity to benefit
meets during the year. The team
Sparring _is controlled fight - physically, mentally and socialgoal is to win season tourna- ing. The object is to get as many ly."
ments so that they can represent points by hitting towards your
Team member Jim Spellman
the East coast at the nationals oppenent's vital points, but not joined the club after seeing a.
held in Denver, Colorado in making contact, said Warren.
demonstration · at the field
1987. The winner of the naIt's based on a lot of speed,
tionals will go to the World rather rhan power. "You don't KARATE, page 15
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Serving the University since 1978
T-Shirts
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ENGINEERS, page. 18
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•Hooded Pullovers •Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
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O.C.S. CAN HELP
YOU BRING OUT THE
LEADER INYOU.
Army Officer Candidat e School
(O.C.S.) is a 14--week challenge that
will make you dig deep inside yourself
for mental and physical toughness.
It isn't easy; But you'll discover
what's inside you. You11 know you have
what it takes to lead. You'll come out
a trim, fit commissj oned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise leadership
skills civilian companie s put a pre.
m1umon.
If you're about to get your degree
and you're looking for the right challenge, look into O.C.S. _
Call your Army Recruiter.
Sgt. Viernes

Tel: 749-0441

711£/~212

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAM BE.

_I
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Editorial
More faculty/ student interaction needed
A recent report by the Carnegie foundation showed that faculty and students
at undergraduate colleges around the
country are not interacting out~ide of the
classroom. At the University of New
Hampshire this could.not be more accurate.
Very rare,ly is there any interaction
between students and faculty outside .o f
class. Students have lives outside of
academics, as do professors. It is a simple
fact that students and faculty do nbt interact
on a personal, informal basis. Political
Science professor Robert Craig said there
is a "widening gap between faculty and
students."
·
This problem comes at a time when

relations between students and faculty could
stand-to be improved ..Some classes have
more than 100 students, meaning interaction during class is limited.

not teaching it. As a cadet, I have
not seen evidence of this rather
disturbing objective either in my
class or from any of the other cadets
To the Editor:
I have met. Those who heard or read about
As for the essence of the military
Alexander Cockburn's denunciation
bein,g "organized violence,_" I have
of the American press here last
also found this strangely lacking
week should understand that Cockfrom the program. It's rather odd
burn is in the position of a defrocked
that neither the objective nor the
clergyman shaking his fist at the essence of the military, as seen by
church. ·
Mr. Woodburne, is taught in ROTC.
Because it's difficult to disentan- One part of the editorial in particgle honest opinion from propagan- ular was very dis,t.urbing. To quote,
da in high-level political journalism, "The existence of ROTC on campus
journalists are fairly-tolerant of gives legitimacy and even prestige
partisanship among their peers.
to the teaching of violence and ·
For a writer to be publicly drummed hatred." I find this to be completely
out of the corps of trustworthy . unsubstantiated. Neither ROTC
professionals is a rare event that nor the military advocates violerice
does not happen in the absence of and certainly not hatred.
demonstrati'{'e, unignorable evi The military is made up of adults
dence . It happened to Cockburn a who have led civilian lives before
year before last, when he was found entering the service, and the putting
to have been in the pay of an outfit on of a uniform shouldn't change
called Institute of Arab · Studies a person's values. Also the military
while posing as· a commentator on is controlled and supervised by
Mideastern affairs . This cost him civilians. Perhaps the ethics of
his regular job as "press critic" at · civilians should come i11to question
the Village Voice, and his credibility . too.
In closing I would like to present
everywhere else. Only the Nation,
in whose pages the shooting-down one argument in favor of ROTC
of KAL 007 still figures as a Reagan . on campus. The officers trained in
plot, takes his stuff seriously any ROTC from liberal arts colleges
longer (although the Wall Street are essential to the makeup 9f the
Journal prints him now and then military. I urge people to think of
for the fun of raising its readers' what could happen to the quality
blood pressure).
and the ideals of the military of
That Cockburn should avoid any ROTC were taken out of liberal arts
reference to these matters while colleges, and the only source of
pressing charges of bias against the officers were West Point and
American media is understandable, Annapolis. I am not saying that
and exactly what anyone familiar these officers are clones of Patton
with his record would expect. For and MacArthur but an infusion of
The New Hampshire to reproduce new ideas and values from liberal
his allegations without reminding arts colleges is needed if only to
its readers of their background is prevent the military from becoming
like reporting a_ talk on political more isolated arid stereotyped than
morality by G. Gordon Liddy with- it already is.
·
out mentioning Watergate.
Julianne Swenson

ROTC
To the Editor:
I am writing in r(fsponse to an
editorial concerning ROTC that
appeared in the November 14 issue
of The New Hampshire. If the
objective of the military is, as Mr.
Woodburne stated, "To impose the
w.ill of the U nite.d States gove-rnmem -on tn{)se who may not wam
it,'' _happi·ly the·.ROTC:. program is.

There is no question as to whether or
not increased interaction would improve
the academic and social atmosphere at the
University - the question is how to increase
contact. There has been talk of issuing meal
plans to faculty so they can be with students
in the dining halls. There has also been
talk of reimbursing faculty for .having
students in their homes for dinner. These
are both good ideas, but they are just a
beginning. One thing is clear - for .relations
between faculty and students to improve,
both sides are going to have to give.

Too many students curse their professors
for being too strict or unfeeling, not really
knowing why the teachers act the way they
do. Too many professors stereotype their
students as being immature and selfpossesed. Too many professo1rs focus a
disproportionate amount of time on research, while too many students devote
too mu-ch time to partying. As a result,
students possess less of a desire to learn ..
Because students don ·t have this desire,

Lecture

Bill Befort
Assistant Professor

teachers become less willing to devote time
to the students as people.

Alar111
To the Editor:
Attention: Residents of Christensen
Hall:
,
I am writing to apologize for the
inconvenience I cau.s ed you the
night of September 29th, when I
pulled a false fire alarm on Floor
3B. Through this unfortunate experience I have learffed the hard
way about the seriousness of fire
alarms.
Kathleen Warde

ing," for women do not oppress
men as a sexual class. That Henry
shows su.c h ignorance of sexual
politics makes more clear the_
To tne Editor:
necessity of our message.
As your Thanksgiving holiday
As for Rod Labranche's accusa begins, we wish to give thanks for
tion that we "obviously don 't know
the teriffic support of our UNH
them (fra ternities ) because we're
blood donors and volunteers! You
not like that," sorry, but we do and · ·
are very, very special to us and many
you .are. Need we forget Kappa
patients must also be thankful that
Sigma's nu'merical "rating" of
you care so much!
women a;; they walked down the
We hope your holiday is fulled
street in front of the frat house in
with good times and you come back · the fall of '83? This judgement of
relaxed and refreshed! Once you
women on their physical appear are wtih us again, we will be
ance is the prevailing attitude of
planning our beautiful holiday
fraternities towards women. Hav celebration! We are scheduled for
ing attended Greek parties in the '
Sunday, December 7th from 12
past, we can confidently say tha t
noon to 5 p.m. and continue Monwe are scrutinized, judged as "suitday, December 8th thrnugh Thursable," or discarded, as was eve.ry
day, Decer,nber 11th 10 to 3 ! Each
other woman there. This is called
day, we will have the MUB as a site
sexual harassment, an integral part
and hope to better accomodate your
of the Greek system and an attitude
schedule in this busy time of year!
which promotes such violent beSince this is the Yuletide season
havior as rape.
and we run for five days, our theme
In conclusion, if your actions
will be, "It 's The Five Days of
weren 't seen as "constructive," we
can without a doubt say that our
Christmas" as donors give 'with "True love!"
·stickers. did less damage to your
Until then, Happy Turkey Day ' doors than your fraternities' attito ' all and we'll meet again under
tudes have done to women. It is our
. the mistletoe!
hopes that our message will stim Jarry Stearns
ulate some reassesment of your
Your Durham Red Cross Blood , behavior and attitudes towards
Chairman
women. Perhaps through some

Blood

Stickers

Sincerely,
R. Muttin

Letters to the editor should
be typed and signed, and
must include an address
and telephone number for
verification.
Address all mail to:

The New Hampshire,
Room 151,
MUB.

Jhe Nnr Hanipshire

To the Editor:
Attn: Greek System
The fraternity brothers inter- ·
viewed in Friday's New Hampshire
article, "Stickers leave frats wond ering, " exemplify the Greek sys tem 's ignorance of their oppression
of women. Although according to
the article, stickers were only found
on five fraternities , we did put tf:i.em
on more and none are exempt from
our message.
Our message , that fraternities
promote women hating, was not
a joke-contrary to Rod Labranche' s
assumption. We very seriously
believe that fraternities, as a male
institution, .participate in r,naintaining the patriarchal structure of our
society by valuing women only in
as far as they satisfy the male desires
and necessities without compre:..
hending a woman 's basi:c right to·
being a whole and individual person. In answer to John Henry, -no,
we did not put sticke.rs on sororities
saying, "This prnf!lotes men hat-

serious thought you will understand
that .a woman 's value is in no way
dependent on your opinion of her.
So,· in stead· of "just taking the .
stickers down ;" think. To answer
Tom Gamache's question "What
can you do? ", Women's Studies 401
is being offered next semester. Take
it.
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University Forum
The travel plans of a
UNH student
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Vending disappearance.
.. .it's no longer a mystery
By Adam Gilsdorf

By Marc W. Herold

It was the beginning of this semester
that I went down to the 24..:hour room
I recently held an exam in a course
reminded me of the guards outside the
of the Dimond Library to cash in my
having a geography component. Stu (figain!). A Third World cartel of sheep
24 hour room that told students not
fifty
centsfor
a
thirst
quenching
Diet
to leave the ~room with food or drink,
dents were expected to be aware of the producers will soon threaten the United
Coke. As I turned the corner into the
major natural resources, the capital States. Natural gases and toxic chemt11e numerous signs and trash display
vending area, I saw that my trip had
in the lobby a couple of years ago. The
city, the major rivers and mountain icals were also mentioned; in other
been made in vain; someone had stolen
ranges, and the location of fewer than words, the Bhopal disaster revealed
students s_imply did not listen or at least
the vending machines. After questionit did not effect them in any lasting
ten countries covered in the course to the world a major Indian natural
ing my friends, I discovered ~that the
way. The library administration wasn't
materials. The imaginative responses resource courtesy of a transfer of
library administration had removed
of some of my students are worth technology by Union Carbide. Obviousgoing to threaten the students, but they
thel,11. Why did the library adminiswanted to make them aware of the
repeatinK They also raise some serious ly, the technology fad is alive and well
tration feel they alone had the po~rer
purpose of the 24 hour room.
questions about the disdain (ignor- at UNH, as technology was also
to take away the student's all purpose
Mr. Vincent 'does not think that the
ance?) of foreign countries which is, volunteered as a major Indian natural
study _aide- a Coca-Cola.
students are slobs, irresponsible or
I must assume, fairly common in an resource.
Articles were written in The New
After this tour d'Horizon, one
dirty, he is only looking after his domain
imperial America.
Hampshire about the incident and
which happens to hold the resources
I discovered that the capital city of - wonders where some UNH student's
students
voiced
their
opinions
among
that get us by at this university. He
a country, South Africa, much in the travel plans might bring them and with
each other. But did anyone go and talk
is thinking of the students, not of
news in recent years is variously what surprises. More seriously, a
to Don Vincent, the Head Librarian
himself. He told me that since the
thought to be Buenos Aires, Bogota, fundamental issue is raised. Why is
at the Dimond Library, and "discuss"
removal of the machines the library
Botswana, Serenget-i, or Cape Hope. the level of geographic knowledge so
with him the reasoning of the admin-One student with greater premonition appalling? A simplistic answer would
is 80% cleaner than last spring. He
istration on the removal of the ma added that in the next library expansion
than I, dedared the candidate to be
be to blame the schools (often them chines? I know reporters talked to him,
(which is long over due) there will be
Soweto, while another whose logic .selves victimized by tax cuts). A more
. but when someone is reporting for a
wasn't as politically astute opted for satisfactory answer in line with the
a proposal for a cafeteria/ snack bar.
story they want the actualties and facts;
_He feels that there is a need for this
the Dominican Republic. Choices as Reagan regime's practice is simply that
they do not ask the questions that are
type of study environment and that
to the capital city of the Phillippines the world outside is inconsequential
sensitive. They just don't listen to his
it can be a part of the library it only
displayed further ingenuity. Managua and an irritant at best. The dollar
responses on a personal level.
needs to be better isolated from the
was mentioned. After all, the "good problem is not our-s but rather the
I did go to Don Vincent, with other
guys" won in both countries. Right? Europeans'. The export of hazardous
main library.
interested students, to find ou_t what
The matter at hand is that as the
Another exam offered the Congo as industries from the United States is
actually happened over the summer
student body we should make ourselves
the capital city of the Phillippines! the problem of the Third World. Bus
that
prompted
th_e
administration
to
aware of the problem and try to do
Kenya was transposed to West Africa plunges in India and Peru are "their"
remove the vending machines. Don
something about it before someone
and Senegal came to rest on the Horn problems. All is well in the land of starsVincent first mentioned that -the five
else makes that decision for us. This
of 1Africa. East is West and West is East. and-s tripes, the Los Angeles Rams,
year contract for use of the machines
·
is further emphasized by the student
No matter, the Reaganaut lessons and General Hospital.
ran out over the summer. Also he said
Such oblivion regarding geography
body's init!al anger, which quickly
haven't yet been completely internalthat the contract was held by Residenturned to apathy. Once again we are
ized.
""' can only play into the hands of those
tial Life and because of that, the library,
Having- dispensed _with and thus in higher places (like Ronald Reagan)
accepting anQther' s solution instead
was unable to get out of the contract
of solving our own problems.
located countries and capital cities one who, for example, sought to draw an
earlier. The administration at the
We should not be upset with the
moves to the location of one of the analogy between the members oi the
library did not choose to renew this
restrictjng solutions that will ultimately
world's greatest rivers, a river cele - Lincoln Brigade (seeking to protect
contract so, the machines were rehelp us, we can make a few alterations
- brated in movies (Ghandi ), in a recent the democratic Republican government
moved. Too many hours were being
to our study styles without harm to us
issue of Penthouse Magazine (still of Spain) and the contemporary thugs
spent cleaning the library and too many
so that the resources of the library will
available in New Hampshire, Mr. called "contras" (seeking to ,overthrow
of
the articles were being damaged by
the
popular
Sandinista
Government).
not be harmed. The library adminis~
Meese notwithstanding), and in scores
the trash problem. Mr. Vincent said
tration has not degraded our maturity
of novels not to mention some of the Just like the Latin American landlords
that the acid from a soda penetrates
or respon/sibleness, but has logically
world's religions. The Ganges River. who thrive upon peasant ignorance,
the book and dissolves the book in a
put forth a solution to a problem that
A burst of creative zeal on the pa.rt of so too here has ignorance of the many
short time. This problem increases with
had to be dealt with in the most
some students led the Ganges to b'e-put (and greedy self-interest of the few)
the age of the book. In addition to the ·
affective way.
in South Africa, China, Syria, 'Mexico, contributed to the framing of a national
Liquid problems, there is a the detriSo t'he next time you walk in the front
Columbia, or Zaire. The prize answer foreign policy which benefits the few
mental
effects of solid food trash. These
door, past the yellow sign with the red
must remain Norway! Funeral pyres and draws scorn worldwide (except
attract pests like Silverfish, an insect
octagon saying "PLEASE, NO FOOD
on the fjords and Vikings on the from those beacons of democracy like
that finds the books just as tasty as the
OR DRINK" remember that what is
Ganges. Presur.1ably, a Norwegian sect · Chile, South Korea, Zaire, and El
food it came in after.
in the knapsack or Kenya bag should
lies behind the recent assassination Salv(ldor).
As I listened to Mr. Vincent's
be thrown out for our sake.
of one of the world's great statespeople,
justifications, I wondered if they had
Olaf Palme. Fortunately, I didn't inquire Marc W . Herold teaches in both the
done
anything to warn the students
as to the whereabouts of rhe Amazon, Economics and International Perspectives
Adam Gilsdorf is a senior majoring in
before this summer about the increas::the Himalayas, or the Congo River. programs.
communication·s.
in g problems in the library. Don
The latter would~ of course, be in the
Phillippines.
~"'~~'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lastly and most dear to an' economist
~rom
By
is the matter of a nation's major natural
V &
1J
.
.
resources . The countries chosen on
the hotdog stands. The band's formapecker ending onto it. The crowd seems
They sit in the stands, crowded by
the exam were Brazil and India. Brazil,
tions are as abstract a.s ever: wavy lines,
to be interested in the game, not the
instruments , goggling at the number
whose economy was partly brought to
spinning
triangles, general confusion.
band.
The
band
sits
in
the
low
rows,
of
people
who
have
come
out
to
watch
it's knees in the 1970's because of its
The drum solo is perfect: the bass
the half time show. A word from drum , so they can't even see the game. Instead,
dependency upon imported oil , was
drums bob up and down, the snares
they watch the cheerleaders.
major Joe Wright brings the instruthought to possess vast petroleum
move their sticks in all the right ways,
A UNH touchdown sends the band
ments _up. Soon the football team, which
rese.rves. Another answer was soy
the mallets spin around, the quad-toms
running
down
to
the
sidelines
to
do
the
entertainment
before
and
provides
(defined in Webster's as "an oriental
slap hands in a high five, and the
pushups . The band loves low-scoring
after the band, will arrive, so the band
brown liquid- sauce made by subjecting
cymbals do the wave. Loud whoops by
games. Games like Homecoming (42 begins to blast out "The New Hampbeans (as soybeans) to long fermenCurrier let the drums know they're
19) and Dar~mouth (66-12) give band
shire March." However, the team fails
tation and to _digestion in brine" ). Yes,
to appear, so Wright leads the band
members nightmares.
\ doing everything right: The band leaves
Brazil has become a major world
the field -as the_ drums pound out Billy
Upon returning to their seats., brass
in a super slo-mo version of the song.
producer of soybeans with serious
Joel's
"Root Beer Rag." Band director
A
cacophony
of
drums
and
cymbals
John
lead
the
players
Chuck,
Bob,
and
negative consequences for Midwest
Bill Reeve saysl< "Good job today." He
greets the opening kickoff, and the·
band in spelling out "S-K-0-R!, W.farmers and Brazilian peasants. More
then adds the magic words, "No
UNH Marching Band settles in' for
H -I-N!, T-R-Y-U -M-F-E-N-T!," condifficult for me to decode were the
prattice on Monday." Again, there is
another game.
clusively proving _that there are no
'.'facts" that Brazilian natural resources
much rejoicing.
The band does not rest for long,
English majors in the brass section.
include ,bananas and sheep. What's the _
Finally, the game ends: The band
though,
because
soon
drum
majors
N_ext,
the
saxophones
rise
and
set
the
difference? After all , sheep are just
leaves, off to their "normal" lives and
Wright and Angie Daudier are atop
band dancing to Charlie Brown's
like cattle and have four legs. I was
the usual' Saturctay night parties. Still,
'.'Peanuts Theme."
the podium, leading the band through
mesmerized to discover that pork was
"Bump and Grind." For the first time,
The show goes as all shows do. The at heart, they belong to an exclusive
also a major Brazilian natural resource.
band sounds great, but the crowd either group,. The UNH Marching Band,_ ,India's natural resource base is allegedly , the drums get the ending right. There
is much rejoicing. the trumpets blare
doesn't care or can't hear, possibly due the toughest job they']) ever love. _
'comprise~ of copper' cereals, and sheep
~ut "Charg~,'' tacking a Woody Woodto the raucou~- crowds heading, towards Phil Bmders column appears every week.

The iw.lew

beh1'nd the bass drum

PbJJ Broder
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Spyro Gyra the Way They Want
By Jim Carroll
"The beauty of improvisation love with no pretensions about
is that it can sweep you away," commerciality," Beckenstein
says Jay Beckenstein, saxopho- said. "When our first record
nist with, and founder of Spyro sold, I was utterly shocked and
Gyra. "The musician and listen- flabbergasted. And since then,
er can reach higher states. There I haven't changed anything to
are no boundaries. You might be monetarily successful."
say it's not unlike an out-of-body
Although B.eckenstein may
experience."
be the leader of the group, he
Consider this to be Spyro is not .t he man in the spotlight.
Gyra's phi'losophy of perfor- All of the musicians are allowed
mance. Also consider that this to solo, and many of the comis what one could expect to see · positions are actually the works
when Spyro Gyra performs in of keyboardist Torri Schuman.
the Granite State room of the The group feels that joint
MUB at 8 p.m. Sunday night.
'musica'l leadership allows for
Spyrn Gyra is a group that ~reater freedom while performblends jazz with rock and roll, mg.
latin and rhythm and blues to
"Because we're 1mprovisacome up with their own sound. tional, the songs change as the
Although they are still consi- mJod of the band changes," says
dered mainly a fusion group, it Dave Samuels, vibraphonist.
really isn't that simple.
"It's like the difference between
"Fusion is a word that con - · an actor and a comedian. We
fuses me,'' says Beckenstein. "If play off an audience, so anything
you define fusion as taking can happen."
previously existing forms of jazz
Other members of the group
and adding outside element~ to include drummer Richie Mocome up with a new hybrid, then rales, percussionist Manolo
I think that the whole history Badrena, guitarist Julio Fernanof jazz has been fusion."
.
dez, and - b_assist Kim Stone.
Through the process of com- Having played with musicians
bining all of these influences, ranging from Gato Barbieri to
Spyro Gyra has come up with Frank Zappa to Rare Silk, one
something that is unique, but can only guess from where the
not esoteriC. Their music is not diverse sound of the band comes.
frightfully complicated, nor is . ~ The sound also comes from the
it all that simple. It i? simply fact that they really enjoy playgoo~ . music . played by good ing together.
musteians.
And it is not too difficult to
Begun in a small club in understand where the popularBuffalo, New York in 1975, then ity of the band comes from.
billed only a~ "Tuesday Night"Some critics want to remove
Jazz Jam," the group has come jazz from its roots and make it
a long-way since. Their first LP, an art form, something to be
recorded in a studio they leased studied instead of enjoyed,"
and rented out ro other musi- Beckenstein says. 'Tm not just
ciaos, was original1y released out to probe the reaches of the
on their own Crosseyed Bear universe. I'm in it to move my
label when they were unable to body and to get into the groove
catch the interest of the major of the thing."
"
labels. Fortunately, the album
Spyro Gyra should be an
sold.
· interesting concert Sunday
_"Spyro began as a labor of night.

I

I
I

,....

(L to R) Richie Morales, Manolo Badrena, Tom Schuman, Jay Bec_kenstein, Dave Samuels,
Julio Fernandez, and Kim Stone of Spyro Gyra. (Michael Levine photo)

Lone ,J ustice
Follows Afong
Lone Justice
Shelter
Geffen Records
By Arthur Lizie
Shelter, the second album '
from Farm Aid survivors Lone
Justice lacks ,the (cow)punch of
the group's d.e but disc. Their
cliche/ gimmicky cowpunk aura
is, for the most part, absent here,
left on it's own to travel the
lonely path which the Bangle's
60's pop is now journeying. In
Lone Justice's case, this is not
a sellout, but a necessary and
reasonable progression which
is just not up to par with the
work of their first album.
The Lord is now present in
the divine form of lead singer/lyricist Maria McKee. "The
Power's got me and it won't let
- me be," she sings in "I Found
Love." Fortunately, the words
never get too preachy, never
being outright, but the intent
is very obvious.
The band has experienced a
tremendous personel turnover.
McKee remains at the forefront
along with guitarist Ryan Hedgcock, but the rhythm section of
bassist Marv.in Etziono and
drummer Don Heffington have
been replaced by Gregg Sutton
and Rudy Ricl;iman. To further
fill out the sound, second guitarist Shane Fontayne and keyboardist Bruce Brody have also
been added. As on the debut
album, the Heartbreaker's Benmont Tench lends a hand (or
two) on keyboards. Gospel
edged background vocals, favorably compliment the expanded
lineup.
The produ'ction is handled by
Jimmy lovine (The Pretenders,
U2 Simple Minds; Stevie Nicks),
rock's anti-apartheid leader
Little Steven (Springs-teen) and
the band themselves. Although

the production is great, the disc Fabulous Thunderbirds is evis again not able to capture the ident on the blues rocker "Infeel of Lone Justice's live show, spiration." "Beacon" rocks in
which was seen and heard by short, sporadic phrases while
many while the group was on "the. Gift" is semi-effective, in
tour with U2 and Tom Petty and spite of the fact that the lyrics
The Heartbreakers.
are as hilariously ackward as
The LP's best songs are those John Parr Is singing about St.
co-written by Little Steven. the Elmo's Heartburn.
opening song "I Found Love,"
The album's most fotgettable
is a very good bet as a hit single. track is "Reflected." The ballads
It is delicously catchy, moves that close each side of _the disc,
well, and has alluring gospel "Wheels" and "Dixie Storms,"
background vocals. "Belfry" has showcase McKee's inability to
the "Sun City" di::_um sound - write good songs V{ithout the
juxtaposed against some fine help of a competent cohort.
country pickin' while "Shelter,"
With Shelter, Lone Justice
the third song cowritten with don't totally avoid the sophoLittle Steven, and the first more jinx, but they come relsingle, is likeable, even thouglT atively close. They 'll be around
it is a bit too reminiscent of for awhile, either as a group or
"Manic Monday."
as solo Maria McKee, so the best
The influence of the popu- advice is to stay tuned.
larity of such bands as The
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High .quality home
entertainment systems
cost a little more•
.But this week they
cost a little less. .
Until Sunday, Novem ber 23rd, Tweeter has
state-of-the-art st~reo systems at special prices·
guaranteed to be the lowest in the state.
Bang & Olufsen's New 5500 System

>

The new 5500 from Bang & Olufsen is one of the most sophisticated music
systems ever made. It consists of a high-performance digital receiver; a
programmable compact disc player; an auto-reverse cassette deck with Dolby
B,C and HX; a computerized turntable with linear tracking tonearm; B&O's new
"Penta" computerized column speakers with built-in 150-watt amps; a ·
·Master Control Panel that operates the entire system. Plus, with optional
"Master Link" terminals and extension speakers, the remote panel can
control ttic. system from any room in your
house (special wiring
required). Perhaps .
the world's ultimate
stereo system.

s'5 9 95

--

._;'

The Spectrum Series From Kenwood
For years, Kenwood Spectrum Series rack stere9 systems have been some of
our best-sellers. That's because they've consistently offered more power and
features for the money. And the new Spectrum Series offers even more power,
more features and more performance.

< Spectrum 358 System
·so-watt-per-cha nnel amp with equalizer,
digital AM/FM tuner, semi-automatic turntable, dual cassette deck with Dolby, 3rway
floor-stanQing speakers,
audio cabinet with glass
door and casters.

$

.
599

Spectrum 758 System

>

Preamp with video inputs and equalizer,
125 w/ch power amp, digital AM/FM tuner,
dual cassette deck with Dolby B&C, programmable compact disc player, full s,istem
wireless remote, threeway floor-standing
speakers, cabinet.

s1I 19 9

< NEC's Audio-Video System

With -Unified Remote Control.
NEC's new audio-video system gives you a complete, high-performance
home entertainment system that is operated by one remote control.'
Here's what's in the system: • a 130-watt-per-ch annel amplifier with
three surround-sound processors (including Dolby Surround) • a
digital, push-button AM/FM tuner • a programmable compact disc
player with 3-beam laser pickup • a dual cassette deck with Dolby
B&C • a programmable VHS VCR with MTS decoder, HQ circuitry and
"VHS HiFi" super-fidelity stereo sound • a professional-quality 26-inch
color monitor TV with flat-square tube and MTS stereo • three-way
full-range loudspeakers • a beautiful
cabinet to hold it all• "unified"
wireless remote control.

$

3 ,_19 5

Not responsible for typographical errors

Offer Ends Sunday, Novem ber 23rd
SOUTH NASHUA .
NASHUA
Lane Mall
Pheasant
St.
520 Amherst
888-7900
880-7300
NEWINGTON
Fox Run Mall
431-9700

MANCHESTER ,
Mall of NH
627-4600
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------------- ------------- FACULTY ------------- ---_;..------ ---Heilbronner said in his first
fifteen years at UNH not a week
went by that he did not spend
time in the dorms or Greek
houses for some kind of intellectual or social purpose. He said
the decline in involvement
began when Durham opened
the first bar.
He said once students could
go down town to the local bars,,
-they began losing interest in
faculty involvement. The first
bar was the "decisive deciding
point that completely changed
the situation," Heilbronner said.
But Heilbronner does not
place all the blame on stude-nts.

He said the faculty has changed
as well.
According to Heilbronner,
while the students may have
started doing other things in
their free time, the faculty has
become "increasingly professional," and a fot more pressure
has been put on the faculty to
.do research and publish. The
.cliche" 'publish or perish' is
not illegitimate," he said.
Heilbronner said while it is
necessary for professors to do
research ih order to keep their
fnformation current, many want
to be distinguished in their field.
"To be known within the profession doesn't go along with

(continued from page 1)
teaching," he said.
"There are some faculty
Palmer said there is "a mutual '
Sanborn, Palmer and Craig members who are more con - responsibility for all of us to
also said faculty research has cerned with research than teach- start taking a greater interest
played a major role in the lack ing." He also said the pressure in learning outside the classof involvement. Both Sanborn of publishing for tenure creates room." Sanborn said getting the
-and Palmer said faculty research competition among faculty. faculty more involved is a prior- · '
does not take time away from
According to Ablondi, faculty ity at UNH. He said the admin- a professors responsibility to feel obligated to do more re- istration is working on "some
teach.
search in order to obtain tenure sort of systematic, meaningful
Sanborn said there is a focus
which takes time away from the · way to increase involvement,"
on research and publishing in
students.
like issuing meal .plans for
regards to tenure, but it does
l?ut there was also a general faculty so they can spend more.
not distract the teachers. Palmer feeling that research offers an time with the students.
said "the faculty is very com- opportunity for students to
Heilbronner said while both
mitted to teaching and research
become more involved with the the student body and f~culty are
is important to keep the aca - · professor's work. Palmer said at fault, "by and large it's
demic standards high."
the Honors Program allows (involvement) got to come from
Jay Ablondi, student body students to help their professors the ·s tudents."
president said he does not agree. .do research for money or credit.

- - - - - - - - - - - -I.D . ________ ___

--------KAR ATE-------- -

(continued from page 1)
Pierce s(lid that a policy of person is huying alcohol for
requiring proof of age for all someone else. "We only card
members of a party is "lauda- (other people in a group) if we
ble," but it raises qu~stions. see an exchange of money, or
"(The policy) becomes difficult hear talk about a party," she said.
when a 41 year-old man is
New state laws have been
leaving (the stor~ with alcohol) passed to protect licensees.
with his 16 year-old daughter," Pierce said up until recently the
he said.
responsibilities of the licensees
_ Joyce Carroll, a 21 year-old · have been ambiguous. The new
UNH junior, said she thinks the law_s state specifically if a licenpolicy of carding entire parties see has any doubt of the clistois unfair. "If (stores) are going me r's age, they must ask for
to have a policy, they should be identification. The laws allow
consistant about !r- -(fhe policy) bar owners to confiscate- fake
~onsistent abou~- ~~- .. 6 a g a 10 st
I.D.s, and to detain drunken
patrons while they're talked out
younger people."
An unidentified cashier at of their car keys, or while the
Martin's in D~rham said they police are called. New laws
used to have a policy that lists the four types of identifirequired all customers in a party cation that can be used legally
to be carded. Now, she said, they to purchase a)cohol in New
look for obv.ious signs that a _Hampshire:

(continued from page 9)

•Any state drivers license
with a picture
.
•Any state non -drivers license with a picture
·
•Any of the three classes of
military identification
•A passport
Pierce-said although duplicate
licenses are ' legal forms of
identification, nearly 90 percent
of duplicates are issued to people
under 21. Local busfoesses, such
as Pettee Brook Market and
Bread and Butter Market, have
established policies which refuse
to accept duplicates as proof of
age.
Local businesses seem to be
exercising their rights not to
sell alcohol, while the burden
of proof of age still lies on the
customer .

.
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A list of all students who
have filed an intent-tograduate card for the
December 1986 graduation is now posted on the
bulletin board in the
basement of Thompson
Hall. If you plan to graduate in Decetnber and
your name is not on the
list, please come in to
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house. "I thought it was really
interesting, so I went to the next
organizational meeting," said
Spellman.
I have built my confidence,
said Spellman. "It's helped my
concentration. You get a better
·idea of what you can and cannot
do," said Spellman.
Spellman deided to join because "I had heard there was a
lot more competition." There
is also "a serious attitude. I
wanted to get better."
Also competing "gives you
an idea of how you compare to
people outside or your club,"
said Spellman.
"I put in at least 12 hours a
week. I usually try to train
everyday." _

"For example, we have (he
and his kata group) been meeting at 6:30 in the morning to
practice and on Saturday mornings. You just try to get together
with people on your team to
train at covient hours."
"We're just trying to get
perfect. Today we videotaped
it," (the kata routine) · said
Spellman. The tape was to check
for continuity, he said.
There are 75-100 members
who' train daily for general
fitness. Fifteen people make up
the team and they have three
mandatory meetings a week to
train for competition. Karate
can also be taken as a physi~al
education course for one credit.

Don't be

a test tulkey.
Want to knock the stuffing out of tests
like the LSAT; GMAT, MCAT, or
others? Don't let last-minute cramming
keep you from testing your best.

-- Study with the worlds biggest, the
worlds best test prep pros-Stanley H.
Kaplan. Your future is at stake.
During nearly 50 years, Kaplan has
helped over 1 milliori students increase
their scoring.power and test confidence.
So ifyou want to give thanks after
your test, call us: And start gobbling up
your competition.

!KAPLAN
STANlfY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CINlER IJD.

DON'T COMPETE Willi
A KAPLAN STIJDENT-BE ONE

New Hampshire classes for spring
exams forming now.
Call collect (617) 266-TEST for
details.
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MICS

--CAS H--

MOTHER ·GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
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OF COURSE

t'M PUTTIN6

-HORSERAPISM

ON MQ DOG FOOC>...
AFTER ALL,WHAT
IS l'OG FOOP ?..1T5

1-IORSE,., RIGHTf

DOG COMMERCIALS

'' A/O ..J01'.E ..

(continued from page 1)
affect how I address the issues
in SAFC meetings."
When MUSO came under fire
earlier in the semester in' a
dispute over contract deaiings
with the Roy.c e-Carlton talent
agency, the autonomy of student organizations from the administration was. questioned . .
In the Friday, Oct. 24 issue
of The New Hampshire Griffith
was quoted as saying "Students
at UNH are in a unique position
of setting, administering, .and
monitoring their student activity fee. This fee is a mandatory
fee imposed by the Board of
Trustees. At most Universities,
there is no SAFC council. Ther~ ·
is an administrator who makes
the decisions." Griffith said,
"If I feel this incident jeopardizes students control over the
Student Activity Fee, I. will
resign."
Jeff Onore, director of the
MUB, said the incident probably
wouldn't affect the relations
between student organizations
and the administration. "Compared to other other things that
, go on around here, this is
minute," Onore said. "This is
not one in a series of things he
has done wrong."
Don Harley, assistant director
of the MUB and SAF treasurer,
· agrees. "It would be a big deal
if this was part of a pattern or
series of stupid mistakes. To me ·
the story is the woman who
· found the money and turned it
in, a woman with high integ. rity."
"Cast againsr what he does,
this is just a mistake,"' Onore
said. 'Jim is a very responsible,
hard-working person. One mis. take is not something that would
· make me want to address what
' I see as responsible leadership."
Griffith said, "I think it's time
. fo budget for a safe in the offic~."

-LEGA L-(continued from page 2)

BLOOM COUNTY

by .Berke Breathed

Maimer said .. students argue
that it is actually student money
used for the legal services, not
University money."
Maimer said last year his
committee tried to convince
Dean Sanborn that services
should be used against the
· U nive~1sity, but Sanborn dis: agreed.
I Sanborn said he thinks the
: service "has proven to be useful"
to students. He said it is a
resource to students to obtain
legal information or just advice
· and counseling about the law.
"Overall," Lapin said, "stu; dents seem very satisfied about
·the service." She said the only
, complaint the committee has
' received from the questionnaries clients -are asked to .fill out,
was that they had to wait in line
to use the service.
f

SHOE
Fill in the. blanks~
1. \\To the. V.ic~~ _. i7.
belong the ~ .''

by Jeff MacNel/y
~!

fi
I
g

I W1£,H I

~T 13e.~1NO ~EONE.

Wint oec6Nf HANDW,;2'1TIN6'.

VIVID
COLOR
COPYING
Sharp color reproductions
available in:
•BY2 x 11, BY2 x 14•
•transparencies•

• enlargements and reductions•
•Quality

DURHAM COPY•Speed
Jenkins Court 868-7031 •Economy
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CLASSIFIED
82 Citation 2 dr. hatchback 84 k miles.
Well maintained, new clutch, brakes ,
exhaust , spoiler tires. $1600 or best offer

~F_o_~207 =~~~~~~4__ _
On campus for 2 or 3. New dishwasher and
refridge. Includes heat. electricity and

water~~~-619~ -~ank or D?_~~--
Apartment in Newmarket, available January
1. $200 plus elec. and phone Call Dayle
or Keith. 649-3941
4 Bedroom Apartment centrally located
in Dover near Kari Van. Li ving room. Kqchen
and Bath. $675 month includes heat and
hot wai1~ r Lease required No pets. Call
749~1600

_______ _

Must sell-1979 Toyota Corolla. Very good
condition, no rust. New: Brakes. muffler.
radiator' Needs a new transmisson. Price
neq9!1a_~~_:_~~-~~s.e ~~~ 749~669______
.

and_8 e~ r::i...:.. -- -- .
·- -----------·1976 BMW 530il Black with brown leath er. ·
Runs great. Receipts for all' work. $3295

~II 4~?-?!.-:.~ _e_:i~- _or_ ?_~-233 1 day~---

Jetblack Memphis Electric. Guitar for sale.
3 tone contro l switch. Volume and tone
controls. Les Paul copy good condition/sturdy build. $95. Must sell. Call Paul
R. at 868-9830 or 862- 1323

Travel field position immediately available.
Good commissions, val'uable work experience, travel and other benefits. Call Bill
R. 1-800-433-7747 toll free, for a complete
information mailer.
After school day care at Oyster River
Elemenlary school M-F. Pay $4-$.50/hr.
16 hrs wk. 3-6 p.m., 2-6 p.m. 332- 7334
Karen H.
Telemarketer Wanted, flexible hours competitive wages ·no experience necesa.ry
will train : ,Call Shirle'y at 659-3.983 or 436467Q
.
Free room/board in Kittery Point, ME.
Farmtiouse in exchange for childcare 3~
days"-!- ~~dler. Ca~0~_::363-27~~-day~

Parks and Recreation Worker. Town of
Durham--Flexible schedule $5/hr. Contact:
Mike L: 868-5571
Typing $1.25 per page By former executive
secrefory. ·Rush job accepted. Call ahead
to reserve time' 749-2338

r_ .__-•_ _._._~·-·_·
·_.:.r_...

-ll~l

__

' ;;;~:~~!;~ 76 ·Hond·~- Cl~iZliftl~- ~-~-st,

runs

great but needs new cl.utch. $500, Call Bob
749-5882 .
.
- - --- ·-- ------------ --·-··--------- ·-· 1981 VW Rabbit, excellent conditio'n.
sunroof, winter tires, alpine tapedeck.
$2,500. Only 60,000 miles. Call soon 8686627 '

"Baskin Robbins" woman, 7 for 16-you're
almost batting 5001 Loc:Jking forward to
the pledge dance this weekend. Love , "BoBo."
.

Personals

Yellow Rose: Busy weekend, huh? A fun
one too' Too bad it's cold, but we're warm.

Acoustic Guitar -Six string Madiera Guitar
made by Gui ld. Mint condition with case
$150. Call 742-0561
1982 Nissan Sentra Station Wagon 5 speed,
40 mpg, Ziebart. Alpine, Sunroof, list $3175,
gre;;it condition. $2795, best offer. 868 5122
Vouchers good for two roundtrip tickets
to Hawaii. $100 for both tickets. Valid
through Dec. 19881 Only five sets left. Call
868-3532 for details
-:;..,: ··
-- ·-- ··---·-·-- -·- - -------------For Sale: 1980 Subaru four-wheel drive,
standard four speed, 35 miles/gal. Engine
in excellent condition, needs a little body
work. $1000 or best offer. Call Mark at 4143
room 361. Leave message. MUST SELL
BY DEC 14.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost Sterling silver charm brac.elet (one
char.m is baby shoe with 12-11-42 birthdate) in vicinity of Barton Hall, Putnam
Hall, Greenhouses, Vet Diagnostic Lab,
Dairy lab, Human Nuitrition center, Pette
Hall, or Child center. Re.war.d o.f $25. Call
749-4445 ' '
' ,. ~~~~·t::"~!T~~~~~·t~~ :-·:: ·=
.,-.......~"'-'--- ·
RIDES
Ride offered: Leaving for South County
area of RI sometime Wednesday the 26th.

~lit_ ~~S.· ~~-!~~i~,__!?_~~~-?~O anytime.. :. __ _

SERVICES
Guitar Instruction-Study with a G.lT Grad.
Technique. Improvisational coocepts,
Harmony and Theory, Ear Training,. all
now: 659- 7442
-levels.
----·-·Call
·----·---_ ______ __ __ __

~1_~~~9. ------

·--~·-···-·--

Reggae Tonight!! Jimmy CliffJ~ his motion
debut "The Harder They c¢'me" 10 p.m
in the MUB PUB TONIGHT!i

Debbie -I'm counting down to some kicking
back with a cold Corona and star ing into

@1986 Universal Press Syndicate

11-Z.I

METALHEADSllll Don't miss HEAVY METAL the movie tonight!! 8 p.m in the MUB
PUB. It's filthy, it's ronchy, it's two bucks.

you!_ ~~~utif~_ey~~~2~E YO~~
Snappy-Here's your personal-which
means I better get one before the end of
the semester' Chippy and Sparky miss you
and Freddie. How have you been? I think
we're due for a reunion soon. When and
where will be a surprise but we ll worth the
wail' Love, Scrappy PS If I bring the hot
fudg~~you bring~ champagne]__
' - .-

Marnie-Here it is. Happy Birthday and
thanks for everything at Sugarloaf and on
Homecoming. You saved me again.

ROCKERS DOUBLE FEATURE TONIGHT!!
"Heavy Metal" at 8 p.m. Then Jimmy Cliff ·
in "The Harder They Come" at 10 p.m $2
admission for both shows. Brought to you
by ~~-~9--------···--·------Bud, these last few weeks have been rough
on us, but have faith-I know things will work
. out. Hold on tight to the special memories:
H309, Cap.e Cod, July 25, etc. They'll help

~-O_£~!!_~_oug_!l~_.!_!9ve you alw~-
Ann Bl Happy 21st-a little late. I'm almost
there, wait for me' Have a great one' Laina
Reggae Tonightll Jimmy Cliff in his motion
debut "The Harder They Come." 10 p.m.
in the MUB PUB TONIGHT!'
Adoption: We're a loving happily married
couple. academic physician and psychologis.t. Eager to adopt . white · newborn.
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942
Are you a whiz atcomputer programming?
· · Thr; NewHampsJ'lire needs a '®ompetei"lt
student to help re-program our Apple II
Plus. This is a compensated project. Call
862-1323 between 10-3. Ask for Chris or
Carri~: _ ______ __ _ ____ _
Adoption: We are a happily married professional couple with strong family values
longing to adopt newborn . Lot of love.
beautiful home and bright future guaran, ieed. Compleiely legal. Expenses covered.
Please call. Call collect. Chris and Paul

212_::~'}.7-6997 - - - - - --

- -- .

.P

By GARY LARSON

Knovv"-~~ I f_e~I? ~ --- -- - · · - - D&K, Atlout last weekend ... How long did
it take? Where was U-Mass anyway?
Right? left? Boston? Amherst? Nice sweatshirts, wrong school. Nice policemen,
· wrong situation. Isn't orange a fruit? How
was the game anyway? Let's hear it for
spontaneity' Please pass the mirror! Love,
the MAP reader

ROCKERS DOUBLE FEATURE TONIGHT!!
"Heavy Metal" at 8 pm. Then Jimmy Cliff
in "The Harder They Come" at 10 p.m. $2
admission for both shows. Brou6ht to you

6.6 .Billion available for college' We match
1975 Saab 99, 4 speed, sport rims, new
ASK SANTA FOR ONE-Bartending course
sour' c es e I e ctr on i ca 11 Y. Fresh engin-e in 198r, $120 or best offer. Call
offered -during mid-year break. Earn a
men/Sdphor.nore write Academic Fund868-5974 or 868-2578
·
professional bartending certificate in this
searc_~ :..£'. Box ~~~outh. N t:'.:_03864 .
1983 Nissan Sentra Deluxe, automatic,
special one-week program. Limited enLisa C. - Mom to many - Thirteen kids and
4 door, sunroof. am/fm stereo. and more' · rollment. ca ll now. or write for details · ' a lot of sires~ is tough to handle witho.wt
Excellent conditon. Asking $4. 175 or b.est
Master B;:irtender School. 84 ~a in St.
you. Why don't you stop by the office and
ofter 7 4-241 O
. Newmarke_t. ~:·_H : !~l~ !59-3718
~r.i_n~ s?_.'.°'.1e_'_~amt_y int~~.Y life? C2_~~----

THE FAR SIDE

~_:_ ~t~S. .!~thy, it's ron~~y, it's two _~~k-~

1972 BMW 2002 Tii. Runs great $3000.
Call 659-5203 Evenings only between 6

1976 VW Bus good condition. Needs a littl e
work. Best offer. 868-2172

Employment in Stowe Vermont. Expe.rienced Cook, Cleaning staff, dishwashers,
night men. Salary, Room and Board, ski
privileges. Call Andy 868 -7587 .or '('617)275-0395 keep trying

METALHEADSllll Don't miss HEAVY ME TAL the movi~ tonight!! 8 p.m. in the MUB

Guitar Instruction-Study with a G.IT Grad.
Technique, Improvisational concepts.
Harmony and Theory, t:ar Training, all
/
leve ls. Cail Now 6ti9 -7442

. To giggles-(Y~s this is you Amy)-Aren't
you glad we got 25 off. Is that as embarassing as having a beggar grovel at your
feet? -Me
2C Leisure Clu b - What a night that was"'
What was up with Kevin's eyes? What an
ugly bandana' John ha·d the aeria l view
all night. Who were those two girls? Artie
was dancing on the chairs. Justin, remember watching Kevin, or was it t.v.? And
Mik e iust swirled the wat er in his mouth
all night. What a crew' We ne ed another
night like that· soon' Love, MGS.
MB - Your very own personal' I hope this
makes you have a great weekend. Good
luck in Gloucester, I know you made the
right decision, but I'll miss ya' You sure
made th'ings at TNH run smoorhe this

Hi my name is ANDREA and I live in
Engiehardt. It was my birthday on Wed.
(2011) A lot of people seemed to forget. You
wou·ldn 't want a cute blond to continue
crying?!? Please, I love surprise visits from
strange people.
We .. Cheer upll We're proud of you and
we love you' Pipester and Puller
METALHEADSllll Don't miss HEAVY METAL the movie tonight!! 8 p.m in the MUB
PUB. It's filthy, it's ronchy, it's two bucks.
Skiers-Ski cheap and party with friends
for five days. Over 60% of the people return
the following year-they can't all be wrong.
Ask somebody about Ski '93, then call us.
$169. Call and make arrangements. It's
worth it so bring your friends. Call Tours
Unlimited 868-3008. Price includes tickets
and lodging
If you are forced to have sex, sexually
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk
to' a woman who has been trained to help
in these situations, call 862-1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR.
Looking fur someone to loo.k after ydur apartment/house over Christmas break?
I'll do it in exchange for a place to stay.
Please call Liz; 862-4225

Jenny K: Hi sweetie' How's it feel to be a
private harem in Dover? At least you have
some privacy, bl.it where's the puppy?
When are you cooking me dinner? Love
MBL
Dear Swinglng Chicks of Delta Zeta
Sorority This is Myron and I want to let
you know that Herbert has locked himself
in the closet w/his computer and won't
come out until you apologize. Your personal
addressed him as Herman and he is very
upset. Piease help me out. Thanks a lot
Babes, Myron'

- -- -- - - --

Smithereens ... especially for you
Spyro Gyra Fans ... lt's thi_s weekend!llll'
Jazz Fans .. Spyro Gyra is playing the
GRANITE STATE ROOM SUNDAY NIGHT'
Tickets are on sale at the door or at the
MUB TICKET OFFICE.
ROCKERS DOL)BLE FEATURE TONIGHT!!
"Heavy Metal" at 8 p.m. Then Jimmy Cliff
in "The Harder They -Come" at 10 p.m. $2
admission for both shows. Brought to you
by MUSO
Spyro Gyra Fans ... lt's this weekend'llll'
Mary Berry-Finally getting to write you a
personal. Next week Moonlighting? Looks
like chips and dip are on the agenda very
soon. No more stressing. Love ya. C.
Jazz Fans .. Spyro Gyra is playing the
GRANITE STATE ROOM SUNDAY NIGHT'
Tickets are on sale at the door or at the
. MUB TICKET OFFICE.
Paul Did you spill your cologne again?
It's nice, but your sheer charm and freshfaceq looks are enough to drive us crazy.
To0 bad you can't get us any ads. Then
you'd REALLY be a prize! (Was that funny?)
laugh anyway- Marj (I plead insanity-it's
that f.ull page ad ... )
Hi my name is Ann "Wef-Re~idense." I like
to have fun. I like to drink/ a lot. I like to
sleep at fraternity how:>es (on deck of
course) Do others want to join me? Maybe
a new social group? Come visit!!!
New faculty member seeks inexpensive
furniture, electrical appliances, please call

?~8-7059.

·--~.-~~--

Reggae Tonight!! Jimmy Cliff in his motion.
debut ''The Harder They Come." 10 p.m.
in the MUB PUB TONIGHT!!

Florida in December with your loved one
during X-mas break. Let's start tanning
now at Tanique, 130 Congress St. Portsmouth, N.H. .

I want to let my roomates . know in D2 that they are the greatest! Get psyched
you guys for vaca, we certainty deserve
it. Thanks for everything. You women are

Hey sweetheart, Let's take. our SPRING
BREAK early and go to Florida in December. We need to go to Tanique at 130
Congress St. in Portsmouth and stcirt our
golden tan today.

~~--~~_st._~!.~ -ri:2'.~~~i~~---·· ·--·-·-·---

$31.00/dayto ski:NH's best, Canrion, Loon,
Waterville and Bretton Woods Jan. 11-16
with 6 nights lodging at t;1e Indian Head
resort-jacuzzi, swimming pools, sauna,
game room, live band.s, happy ,hour, and
[nore $169. Call Tours Unlimited 868-3008.
Pri~ ~~~~~s_.!_!~~t·~:-~~d lodgin:g_ _ _ _

,, Jo the whole gang-Its bin a great semester, and I am sorry we're breaking up, but
everyone knows where the office is, so
we can get together their. If not they're,
there is always the journalism reunion in
'91 or even we can meet in that big
newspaper ir1 the sky' But really, it's been
tun and we shou ld al l be PROUD'
O'LEARY - HAPPY BIRTHDAYlll Have
an awesome weekend ("I was thinking
about that.") Hope you don't change after
seeing the Chameleons. I'll miss your
sarcasm , but I can probably deal wit h it.
Love, M

AVA -G et psyched for Saturday at Nick's'
Love, Marla

semester. What a team' Happy Fridayf Love,
MGS. P.S. I was out of here by .I A5 a.m.

Hi Beth M: what's.shaking, woman? Stop
by sometime soon. Don't forget, our
birthdays are coming soon. I'll finally be
able to party with you. legally. Miss you.
sweetheart. Lisa
Hi Beth H.: I never see you anxmore, I miss
my buddy' The pictures are great' Have
a good weekend with. Dean. I'll be over
· Q_~_r:i~~e so

tel~~ll - ~bout it..~~---

To my favorite guys in the world: (yes you
in Congreve), I lo v~ you guys so much'
You are like my brothers and I have so much
fun hanging out and "Trecking" with y'all
I'll be around this weekend. I know, I know,
again???? But hey, only 1 and 1 /2 more
. semesters and I'll be history. Oh, God, this
is too sad .·Have a good one ... By the way,
no more slime comments, huh? All my love,
' Liza
F-4, F-4, F-4 What's up? I haven't seen
y'all in ageslll I miss my buddies. Whe:1
do we get to have more Lorna Doon wars
and make antennas? How about teal?
Dinner perhaps? Let's get together. I'm
so glad I met all of you ... Love and kisses,
Lisa
She's the hottest looking girl on campus
blonde hair, blue eyes, and a golden tan.
She hasn't been to Flor ida and isn't going
during December break either, but no one
has. to know her secreLTanique. 30
Congress St., Portsmouth, N.H. Look for
~9~_campu_s.:_ _____

_ _____

_

Ski 93-UNH Ski Week, 5Yz days skiing and
lodging for $169. Ski Loon. Cannon.
Waterville Valley, or Bretton Woods-your
cho ic e each day. Jan. 11-16 last week
before Spring Semester If skiing and
partying for $31 a day without leaving the
mountains sound like a bargain. then join
us. Call Tours Unlimited at 868-3008. Price

F~ A""* le. S~--~'ve dw~ ~ti~ f'i1

H#121il A~ H~
"It's 'Them,' gentlemen."

lwe s~,·~ t<.~

-

includes tick_~~~~~°.d2~_
g _ _.. ·-·-- ·- -· ·Well. Well. Keith- What can I say? I haven't
figured out ,what to say yet. but never fear
Tigerwoman will ·find something to com-

me~~-e.~~ -S~~l_?~_l~ter_ h?~· Love~~ ___

·J
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----------------------- --EATING-----------------------(continued from page 6}
'

on a certain type of body, we
wouldn't have nearly as many
eating disorders."
According to Gelwick the
selling of the "perfect body" has
had devastating consequences.
"With so much emphasis on
dieting, sports, and exercise,
young people have had their
health taken away from therri,"
Gelwick said . "They should
demand that they want to be
healthy but in control." The most difficult part is
getting the person who has an
eating disorder to realize the
problem and seek help. "The
cure is easy," GeJwick said. "It's
getting people to accept the cure
that is difficult."
According to Cote most eat-

ing disorder sufferers conceal
their problem or find it an
embarrassment. Cote is quick
to allay those fears. "An eatjng
disorder is a disease just like
diabetes or high blood pressure," she said. "It is important
to build trust -and make the
patient feel comfortable with
taking about the issue."
Confi_d entiality is important
to an eating disorder patient and
that need is supported by New
Hampshire legislation. "Privilege is even more mandated , in
New Hampshire than some
other states," Gelwick said.
"Therefore, just like in a lawyer/ client relationship, confidentiality is respected." Counselors at the UNH Counseling

Center and practitioners such "up that includes a psychiatrist
as Cote, cannot discuss their
who is an eating disorder expert.
cases with any one, including
The recovery rate is increasthe Dean and the student's
ing with the growing 4wareness
parents, without their client's of the -disease. Of those treated
consent.
40 percent fully recover and 30
The overall treatment of the percent improve. Cote said
disease is a combination of _recovery is based on maintainphysical and psychological as- ing a healthy weight and stasistance . A person suffering bilizing the patient's personal
from an eating disorder is
life. Physical problems can
usually asked to undergo a usually be cured within two or
medical workup in conjunction
three months. Psychological
with counseling. The counseling problems can take one or two
staff -at UNH includes people years depending upon how
who have been specially trained
deeply ingrained the problems
to deal with the psychological
are.
aspect of eating disorders. The
Treatment for an eating disCenter also has an in-house order is a recognized medical
support/therapy group and a and psychological disorder and
24 hour/7 day psychiatric back-

is usually covered by health
insurance. UNH students who
have paid the health fee can
have their medical care and
laboratory work taken care of
at Hood House. The services
at the UNH Counseling Center
in Schofield House can be utilized by any full time UNH
student free of charge.
Cote, who worke.d with stu dents at Hood House for ten
years before starting her own
practice, wants them to know
they are not alone and they can
be helped. "There is a way out
of it but you can't do it by
yourself,'.' she said. "You don't
have to live your whole life with
this. You can feel better."

----------------FIELD- --------------(continued from page 2)

-~

---

Letters to the editor should be
-typed and signed _a nd must include an address and _telephone
number for verification.
Address all mail to:
The New Hampshire
Room 151,
MUB

........--....

gymnasiums.
"It's an excellent marriage
for both of us," Dinaq said. "The
students' newly acquired talents
combined with our practical
approach is helping us," says
Dinan. "They bring a lot of fresh
ideas."
According to Dinan, the

------------ENGINEER S-----------<continued from page-9)

cally are elected to membership
on the basis of character.
The UNH chapter of Tau
Beta Pi has 26 members and will
be initiating 13 new members
in December. The group is
advised by Professor Collins of
the civil engineering department.

,-..

..,z

statue in front of Kingsbury that
was sawed off four years ago.
The Bent, the portion of a
railroad trestle that supports
its weight, is the logo of Tau
Beta Pi. The statue sat on a
marble base which is still located
to the right of Kingsbury's front
doors.

The group plans social events
for themselves, but more importantly, events for the community. They sponsor engineering tutorials for students and
visit local high schools to generate interest in engineering.
One of the main goals for this
year is to replace the "Bent"

SELF TEST

nus a

WOHV-N'S CUL TtJRf
AND ART FEST

UNH students have been exAccording to Dinan,"It seems
cellent. Of the two students who like we're all winning."
worked in the Spring, one was
Smart agreed that she's in a
offered a job in June and accept- winning as well as learning
ed. One of the two students who ·experience.
worked in the Fall has since
"Field experience shquld be
graduated and been offered a a part of 'the curriculum _for
job also.
· every major," Smart said.

Score 100% on this and receive

2 .movies for the cost of 1.

~

Examine Figures A and B carefully then

Granite State Room,

answer the following questions.

MUB

1) FIGURE A DEPICTS
A) An esk1mo returning from a video store
B) Someone who has been denied service at AT&T
C) Someone who enioys ice in his veins
D) A winter carnival snow sculpture
E) One of the few people left who have not heard of

Mon, Dec. 1:
Visual Arts display 10-5

,

.

Tues, Dec. 2:
Visual Arts display 10-5

2)

-

0

Performing Arts _
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beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Featuring the N.H. Notable~
- U' _ and Cosy Sheriden
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VIDEO MOVIE PALACE'S DELIVERY SERVICE
Figure A_ If you really want to, ybu can go

CIRCLE
ANSWER

outside to get your movies_
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2) FIGURE B DEPICTS
A) A warm and comfortable atmosphere_
B) Someone who does not go out in the cold and 'risk
illness if unnecessary

r~

ct?

3) WHICH FIGURE DO YOU RESEMBLE?
A) Stubborn. frozen stiff Figure A.
B) Laid back. very warm Figure B.
CIRCLE
ANSWER

C) Someone resting after a day's work
D) Someone who knows how to use a telephone
E) One of the rnany peoole who have hear-d of

A ~!?..-

VIDEO MOVIE PALACE'S DELIVERY SERVICE:
F) All of the above.
CIRCLE
ANSWER
ABCDE.f.1'

d
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Check correct answers below, if you scored 100% you may receive
two movies delivered to your home for half the price!
Normal price $2.50 per mo.vie
$6.00 VCR
2 MOVIES - $2.50 with .a score of 100% on this test. Delinries
only.
CALL 868-1606 TODAY

Sponsored by the
Womyn's Center

ANSWERS 1 )_D 2) F 3) B

Funding by PFO

Figure B. On the other hand having your butt glued to the couch seems much more
appealing than having your feet frozen to the sidewalk'

VIDEO MOVIE PALACE: 868-1606
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Football players will not have to wear snoWshoes
By Paul Tolme

Senior defe.n sive back Ted White will take his last dives in a UNH uniform this weekend.(Mark
DesRochers photo)

FOOTBALL
in a row that we had a great
chance, but just couldn't quite
get there," .said Harrison. The
hope-crushing losses to Maine
(14-13) and UMass (38-31) did
the 'Cats in. But what we must
remember is _that the Wildcats
were picked to finish as low as
fifth in the Yankee Conference.
"Sure, it's been a disappointing
couple of weeks," moaned senior
offensive guard Joe Thomson.
"But the way I look at it, we were
a team of over-achievers. Things
just didn't go our way."
Two turning points may have
affected team morale. After the
Northeastern game, the team
found out that they had lost the ·
heart and soul of their defense,
senior defensive end Ilia Jarostchuk. A returning All-Yankee
Conference selection,] arostchuk
had torn his bicep and would
be out for the rest of-the season.
I was really bummed out when
it happened," recalls Ilia. "I had
a lot of things running through
my mind, like not being able to
establish my personal goals and
what would happen to my
future."
Of course, the one haunting
memory of the year was the
missed Eric Facey field goal that
0

(continued from page 20)
would have won the Maine a row. Th.is is our last game that
game and bolstered team con- we're going to play together in
fidence going into the pivotal and we've been so close for four
UMass game. "To tell you the years. We want to go out respectruth," said Ilia. "The kick tably."
looked good from the sidelines.
Everyone was jumping up and
WILDCAT NOTES: Other
down, and then they just sighed seniors suiting up for the final
when they saw the call." That time include offensi~e guard
shock had to deplete some of Mike Carter, defensive back Ted
the team's spirit.
White, wide receiver Bill Bar"Everybody was down for rett, defensive back Fred Brenabout a day, then we regained nan, strong safety Tom DeGasour enthusiasm," said Thomson, peris, tight end Rich Easton,
who was just named to the · defensive tackle Keith Goodwin,
District I Academic All- defensive end Kevin Kane,
American team.
tailbacks Rich Kowalski and
This weekend, agai_nst the Scott Perry, offensive lineman
Red Raiders of Colgate, the 'Cats Paul Logue, tight end Tom
look to snap their two game Johnson, and linebacker Lance
losing streak. The R~d Raiders Weed.
did not look too impressive
against BU last Saturday, losing
There is an interesting side
handily 45-17, but they will be note to this Colgate football
team. On September 22, their
a tough test.
"We've got something to coach, Fred Dunlap, underwent
prove in this one," declared double bypass heart surgery for
Thomson. Red Raider sopho- clogged arteries. Five days later
more quarterback Damon Phe- the 5 7-year old Dunlap was
lan and sensational junior tail- lying in his hospital bed with
back Kenny Gamble are playbook in hand. Now, with
sensational when in full gear.
his doctor's permission, Dunlap
"We really v ant to win." sits in the press box discussing
emphasized Harrison. "We don't strategy with . interim coa_c h
want to go out losing three in Mike Foley during the games.

• ••
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If you have been planning to
attend UNH's last football game
Saturday, you might have noticed that there is a lot of snow
on the ground, and wondered
'hey, how are they going to
play?" Perhaps you didn't make
the connection. But now that
your interest is piqued, worry
not_, there will (most likely) be
a game. We'll get back to 'most
likely.'
For four hours Wednesday
afternoon snowplows cleared
the field . But the plows only got
the field so clean, and left 3 to
4 inches of snow behind. This
is where a few valiant Grounds
Crew members and Assistant
Athletic Director Lionel Carbonneau stepped in. Thanks to
them, the players won't have
to wear snowshoes Saturday.
Wielding ice picks, shovels
a n d ·n n e m i g h t y e i g h t horsepower, 24-inch snowblower, Carbonneau a-nd Athletic
Grounds Crew members Steven
Cohen and Terry Crawford
assaulted the field yesterday
morning. They labored from 10
o'clock until 3. While Carbonneau pushed his snowblower,
Cohen and Crawford took turns
following along with wheelbarrows, catching the snow.
"We also had a guy hoe out
the yardlines," said Cohen.
"We took at least 50 barrels
apiece," said Cohen wiping
some sweat from his raw, red
face. Cohen, a Somersworth
resident who has worked here
for 7 years, said this is the first
time he has ever had to snowblow the football field; and
hopefully it_will be the -last. It
is unheralded, tiresome work
at bes_t.
"We went up and down that
field at 24 inches a shot," said
Cohen unzipping his jacket in
the maintenance room beneath
the stands at Cowell field. Cohen
munches a cookie while com- ,
paring clothing with Crawford.
Two sweatshirts, a tee-shirt, and
a jacket weren't enough protection for Crawford, who has ·
worked on the athletic grounds
for 6 years.
"Chunks of ice blow in your
face," said Crawford, a Sanford,
Maine resident. Crawford says
the job would not have been so
difficult if the temperature had

not risen Wednesday afternoon.
"A lot of it melted after it
warmed up, then it froze last
night," said Crawford.
Crawford and Cohen said that
while the work was a pain, it
had to be done. In fact, they
found the hard day's work a little
bit funny. "But you say 'what
the hell am I doing this for?'
while doing it," said Crawford.
Carbonneau didn't find the
task funny though.
"It was a long job," said
Carbonneau. "The U oiversity
has four snowblowers and none
of them work. I had to bring
mine in. Typical."
Defensive secondary coach
Ed Pinkham stood in the corner
of the far endzone next to a four
foot high snowbank. Pinkham
kicked at a patc_h of ice while
the team practiced. Aside from
a few patches of ice such as this,
Pinkham thought the field
would be okay to play on.
Pinkham hopes it will warm
up, so the ground won't be hard
and slippery. Otherwise., Pinkham will tell his players to wear
sneakers or turf shoes. "Spikes
don't have the surface contact
(to get good traction)," said
Pinkham. "It's more like playing
on (artificial) turf," he said.
Athletic Director Andy Mooradian doesn't remember a game
being cancelled in the more than
40 years he's been here. There
was an occasion when a game
was' postponed because of snow,
but never cancelled. For a cancellation, there would have to
be enough snow on the field so
that yardlines and out-of-bounds .
marks were totally obscured.
"If there's no way of getting
the snow off the field, then we
would have to cancel," said
Mooradian.
At press time last night a
snowstorm comparable to Tuesday night's was forecast.
·
What does Crawford think
of the possibili~y - of again clearing the field? Well he didn't
relish the idea, but looked on
the bright side.
"I suppose that what we did
today could save what we do
tomorow."
At 9 o'clock last night, while
Carbonneal,l, Cohen and Crawford were war111 at home, and
while Carbonneau's snowblowet
sat steaming, it began to snow

1

--~-----HOCKEY-----------· (continued.from page 20)
won."
from James (Richmond), and
"Playing them again Saturday we worked hard."
night is going to be tougher.
They have a smaller rink. We
WILDCAT NOTES: UNH
just have to keep working moves down to Northeastern
harder. We can't get overcon- Saturday for the rematch, then
fident from this game."
gets to spend Thanksgiving out
Lazaro also· agreed that last west against the Western Colweekend's losses to Maine had legiate Hockey League's North
helped the team . "Losing to . Dakota and Wisconsin.
Maine told us that we need to
On the injury report, Rick
work harder to get an easy win. Lambert returned from a
Tonight we got great leadership charlie-hdrse Wednesday. Jun-

• ••

ior Mike Rossetti has missed
the last eigh.t games with a
broken wrist and is expected
back at the end of December.
He has started skating again,
but cannot grip the stick with
his left hand.
Richmond leads the team in
scoring with 7 goals and 10
assists for 17- points through 11 games. Steve Horner is
second in points and leads the Coach Bowes has to be wondering the fate of his team had
team in goals with 9-5-14 stats.
it won the Maine and UMass games.(Mark DesRochers photo)

DRUGS-----------~----nini believes that too many
drugs are being tested for.
"There's a limit that has to be
found," said Geromini.
Athletes must monitor their
intakes of medicine and caff iene.
-Such things as cough syrups, and
decongestants must be taken
with care. Even coffee and some
, sodas are in some ways restricted. "We've been really careful,"
said Flannel, "everyday we

report what we take:"
Female athletes face more
stringent restrictions than men
because some types of oral
contraceptives and menstrual
relief medications are prn"1!ibited. T earn member Susan Dooley
beli@ves the restrictions are an
"invasion oJ privacy."
Of the drugs, antihistimines
are of particular concern, said
Curti~ . because they ar"e a "slight

(continued from page 20)
upper." Cuttis said the NCAA · inate the drugs which will give
is "paranoid" that athletes w~m't the athletes an edge," she said.
Meeks said the tests have
be demonstrating their own
abilities, but that their perfor- caused much embarassment for
mances will have been modified the athletes . She believes the
by drugs. "It's overkill,' she said. restrictions are bad but the
Robin Meeks, head trainer embarassment is worse "Kids
of women's athletics at UNH, laugh about it a lot, " she said.
said the -restricted drugs are But that is the only way to deal
those that might enhance an · with it, said Meeks.
Assistant coach Sharon Graathletes performance. "What
the NCAA tries to do is elim- nes-e , however, said the team

isn't worrying about the tests.
"We're just concentrating on
playing," she said.
Head coch Marisa Didio was
unavailable for comment.
Curtis thinks sacrifices like
this are part of being an
athlete today. "The athletes give
up an awful lot_," she said with
a shrug. But, "that's sports in
America.'

_y· '

Sports
Hockey team hits the ha:rd-luck · Huskies

'""

By Chris Heisenberg
Maybe Northeastern will just
want to forfeit their next game
at Snively Arena, rather than
go through another shellacking
at the hands of the UNH men's
hockey team.
In the past several years the
Huskies have had no luck up
here, and Wednesday's 9-4 loss
to UNH only perpetuated the
winless streak. The victory puts
UNH's record at 3-5-1, and
dropped NU farther into last
place.
"This win really boosts u,s
right up there," Freshman Jeff
Lazaro said. "A win is a win, and
it's especially nice to win big."
"It really gives a boost to you
in crushing a team ,rather than
squea.king one out," Captain
James Richmond said after he
contributed five points to the
victory. "It's good to win a game,
because losing is getting disheartening. Tonight we showed
"?Je can score more than just
three goals in a game.",
UNH certainly showed it can
score more than three goals,
especially against Northeastern
(remember last year's 9-1 triumph). The fish thrown onto
the ice after UNH's first goal
almost hit John Conroy, who
had just finished the national·
anthem. UNH scored 28 seconds into the game.
On the play, Richmond
threaded a soft pass to David
Aiken (rwo goals on the night),
and his backhander went by Ken
Baum just before Aiken was hit
into the post by the defenseman.
UNH also got a first period
powerplay goal by Richmond,
the first of his hat-trick. He put
a Steve Horner rebound high
into the unguarded net.
Northeastern could muster
only long shots on goalie Rich
Burchill_in the first period, but
got a goal back when Greg
Pratt's centering pass was de flected off a tied up Andy May
at the side of the net and went

past Burchill.
UNH started peppering the
inexperienced Baum in the
second period. It was only
Baum's second game of his
career. Chris Laganas (also two
goals on the night) finished off
a pass from Mark Johnson and
Dan Prachar, and Richm'o nd's
slapshot from the blueline on
a four-on-four situation easiliy
bear the befuddl~d goalie.
Laganas scored a goal almost
identical to his first, as UNH
opened up a 5-1 ·lead, but then
let Northeastern stage a comeback.
NU Captain Pratt scored on
a rebound off a Claude Lodin
shot, and ju_st before the period
ended Kevin Heffernan sent
Dave Buda in alone, narrowing
the margin to 5-3. However, just ,
as NU gained the momentum
with a last minute goal in the
second period, UNH broke it,
getting a goal from Tim Shields
with eight seconds left to regain
a 6-3 lead.
For Baum the period ~as a Chris Laganas had two goals in the game against Northeastern.(Mark DesRochers photo)
nightmare, as he managed only
two saves while giving up four
goals. Huskie coach Fern· Flaman had seen enough, and
replaced him with Dave Pecararo, another untested goalie.
The strategy worked, as he
held UNH off the board for the
first half of the period, while By Paige Manzo
House Triage Nurse Bridget permitted to take anything from
Joe Maclnnis scored for NorWhen the women's field Curtis said that a lot of the hype "cold medication to birth control
·theastern to keep them in the hockey team travels to Norfolk, stems from Celtics' first round pills," she said. The NCAA
game.
Va., to compe-t e in the NCAA, draft choice Len Bias' cocaine believes all types of drugs, not
From that point on the Wild- semifinals this weekend, playing overdose. Curtis also said much just the ones most often assocats solved Pecararo, as Horner may not be all that's .on thf'. attention has arisen because of ciated with testing, affect atput a shot inside the goalpost, athletes' minds. A new NCAA professional sports' testing.
hletic performance.
and Aiken put in a Hanley regulation requires that the
Field hockey goalie Michele
Not just "street drugs" wilL
rebound. In the final minute team undergoe drug testing.
be tested for though . "Cocaine Flannel disputes the need for
Richmond picked the far corner
Field hockey is the first of the and marijuana are just the tip the drug tests. "It's not really
with a slapshot, his first colle- UNH tournament bo.und teams of the iceberg," said Curtis. The fair," she said. "I could under- ·
giate hattrick and a 9-4 final.
to be drug tested. At the semif- booklet which lists the restricted stand testing professional ath"The bottom line is winning inals this weekend, an equal drugs is an "enormous Bible," letes, but amateurs who play for
and losing, and we won," Richnumber of players from all the said Curtis. More than 3,000 pure enjoyment? It's not fair."
mond said. "Last weekend ·we teams present will be tested.
Karen Geromini, top scorer
drugs are banned.
played well, but lost the close
The NCAA Committee startThese 'illegal' substances on the team, agreed. "It's a little
games. Tonight we didn't play ed drug testing championship include prescription, over-the- out of hand," she said. Germoas well as we could, but still bound teams as a result of recent counter and street-drugs, accordHOCKEY, page 19
'Drug War' uprisings . Hood ing to Curtis. Athletes are not DRUGS, page 19
,.~~~~~~~~~-=-~~~~=-~--=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,-~~~~~

Drug testing for tourney team

Final senior game·
T earn-to brush with Colgate
By Rick Kampersal
It will be the last Saturday
spent in a Wildcat football jersey
for 1 7 seniors. Senior co, captains Rich Byrne and Dave
Duggaf1:, both' hampered by
injuries all season, are among
this group.
Byrne, last year's starting
quarterback, was seemingly in
the driver's seat after being
elected as a captain and everyone
figured he'd start this season.
However, a slow, unproductive
start coupled with a broken
wrist suffered in the Rhode
Island game kept- him from
being as active a participant as
he would have liked. "It was a
long, tough year," sighed Byrne.
"Being pulled out of the Delaware game (in favor of Bobby
Jean) was very difficult on me,
but I wanted what was best for
this team."
Byrne had high expectations
for both himself and the team.
"I thought I was going to get
a ring," explained Byrne. "Bur
it didn't "(Ork out. I'm proud of

everything I've done here in
Durham, and I want to leave on
a winning note."
Duggan, the gritty, hard nosed linebacker for the 'Cats
has played sparsely this year,,
due to a recurring hamstring
injury. He was a sign of dedication last week against UMass
as he hobbled in and out of the
game repeat~dly, refusing to sit
down. This week should be no
different - his last gam·e as a
Wildcat. You can bet he'll be
roaming the turf of Cowell
Stadium, even if it is off and oh.
The season was a topsy-turvy
one for the Wildcats. "In a lot
of ways it was disappointing and
in a lot of ways we accomplished
a lot," said senior safety and
punt returner Stan Harrison.
He is exactly right. _ ,
Tru'e, the Wildcats did ~eize
our attention when they stood
at 7-1 and·were ranked eleventh in the NCAA I-AA poll. True,
they did have destiny in their
own hands. "It's the third year
FOOTBALL, page 19

